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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

There has been a growing concern on the part of government, the 

public, and the motor carrier industry concerning truck safety. The 

absolut~ n~r of truck accidents and mor~ importantly, of truck 

accidents involving fatalities, has risen recently due to a significant 

increase in truck travel. The purposes of this report are to analyze 

what the various New Jersey Interagency Coordinating Committee (NJICC) 

members are doing with regard to truck safety, to determine the need for 

strengthening some of the agencies' programs, and to develop recom

mendations for agency cooperation in a regional truck safety program. 

The NJICC compiled data on truck accident causes, reporting 

procedures, and safety programs. A comparative analysis of similarities 

and differences was performed in order to identify the program strengths 

of member agencies. The strengths of each agency, as well as "other" 

data, served as the basis for suggestions to improve enforcement and 

inspection programs and to promote regional cooperation in increasing 

truck safety. It was necessary to expand the scope of the original 

project to obtain comparative experiences of other states and agencies to 

add depth to this report. As a result, a wealth of material has been 

collected and synthesized. 

The focus of the survey was on three Interagency Coordinating 

Committee members -- the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, The Port 

Authority of New York & New Jersey, and the New Jersey Highway Authority 

(which operates the Garden State Parkway). Other Interagency members are 

The New Jersey Sports & Exposition Authority and the Hackensack Meadow

lands Developnent Canmission. 





The Interagency Coordinating Conunittee Administrator gratefully 

expresses his appreciation for the cooperation and help extended by 
• 

federal, state and private organizations, the New Jersey Division of 

State Police, the Turnpike Authority, the Port Authority, and the Highway 

Authority, all of whom provided invaluable assistance in carrying out the 

survey. The independent authorities should be corranended for their 

overall contribution to safety by allocating resources for engineering 

and enforcement improvements. Special thanks to the New Jersey 

Department of Transportation and other agencies, which forwarded 

statistical material. Information was also provided by the New Jersey 

Motor Truck Association. 

New Jersey is heavily dependent on truck transportation for the 

movement of goods in and out of the State. The State's geographic 

location makes it a key corridor connection among the rapidly developing 

regions in the southeast, southwest and the established markets of the 

northeast. Trucking is important to the State's economy. It is even 

more important ·to have trucks move cargo safely. 

This report is organized along three major topics: Accident 

Reporting, describing various facets of the truck safety problem; 

Procedures, explaining what NJICC members as well as others are doing 

about truck accidents; and Technology, examining several approaches to 

the problem fran a broader perspective. 

Accident information is crucial to discerning trends in factors 

contributing to truck accidents such as location, time of day, pavement 

condition, and unsafe speed. The more detailed the information 

collected, the better the opportunity for analyzing accident trends, 

causes, and contributing factors. Once this information is analyzed, 

mitigating measures may be taken where appropriate. 
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The primary source of accident data is the accident reporting 

form. While the Turnpike Authority, the Port Authority, and the Highway 

Authority each 'itilize a different accident form, each agency uses the 

accident data to develop recorranendations to improve conditions on their 

facilities. NJICC members may wish to adopt the Turnpike's accident 

reporting form, which helps in accident reconstruction and insurance 

matters. The police and agency operating personnel should consider 

getting together more frequently on a more formal basis to exchange 

information and ideas about truck accidents and related enforcement 

programs. 

NJIXYI' and the NJICC authorities have compiled a comprehensive 

set of truck accident statistics. In addition to highlighting the extent 

of the problem, these statistics have been employed by the agencies to 

identify critical locations requiring corrective actions. For example, 

the Turnpike Authority identified and made improvements to five locations 

where the condition of the road surfaces was a contributing factor in 

several accidents involving trucks. The Port Authority found that over 

60% of the accidents occurring on the George Washington Bridge were 

sideswipes, angle, or rear end accidents at or around its toll plazas. 

The Port Authority is investigating better signing and improved lane 

delineators to reduce these accidents. 

Truck related accidents are occurring at a higher rate than 

their composition in the traffic stream. In New Jersey, trucks were 

involved in 28,024 accidents in 1984 or 75 per day. About 20 percent of 

all multiple vehicle accidents involved trucks, yet trucks accounted for 

only 7 percent of the total volume. Trucks were involved in 21.4 percent 

of the fatal accidents in 1985. 
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Separate accident statistics are available for the toll 

facilities. The accident rate on the Turnpike has been increasing 

steadily as hasi:he truck accident rate. Accidents on the Turnpike from 

1980 to 1985 show a heavy involvement of trucks, a trend which continued 

for the first six months of 1986. The percentage of truck accidents has 

been averaging 37 percent, while trucks generally average about 12 

percent of the total volume since 1980. The percentage of fatalities 

involving trucks has been on the high side, too. The lowest it reached 

was 37.9 percent in 1985. 

Similarly, the Port Authority has been experiencing an increase 

in accidents involving trucks at its Trans Hudson crossings. The overall 

1984-1985 accident picture for the Port Authority crossings showed that 

trucks represented 7.2 percent of the volume, but accidents involving 

trucks represented 41 percent. A particular concern is the George 

Washington Bridge, where trucks make up 7.9 percent of the volume and are 

involved in 52 percent of the accidents. The Port Authority notes that 

most of these accidents are minor fender benders occurring at merge 

points around the toll plaza and at heavy weave points. 

Truck accidents on the Garden State Parkway, on the other hand, 

have been minimal. This is mainly due to the fact that trucks are 

prohibited in the most densely traveled sections of the Parkway, north of 

Eatontown. 

This accident data has been used by the agencies to develop 

programs to eliminate other types of contributing factors. For example, 

each agency has conducted at least some skid testing to identify roadway 

sections for pavement resurfacing or other surface treatment. 

Consideration should be given to implement a regularly scheduled skid 

testing program. 
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The accident data has also shown that a significant number of 

accidents occur at interchange ramps and toll plazas. The New Jersey 

• Turnpike Authority has already designed improvements to several 

interchanges as part of its ongoing construction program. The Turnpike 

will reconstruct a number of other interchanges as part of its $2 billion 

widening program. The authorities should consider implementing 

experimental exact change lanes at Hudson River crossings or at certain 

Turnpike interchanges to expedite traffic flow. 

The NJICC agencies recognize the need for more uniform truck 

safety enforcement procedures. The US Department of Transportation has 

encouraged these twin objectives through the Motor Carrier Safety 

Assistance Program (MCSAP} which provides funding for truck safety 

enforcement activities to states which agree to adopt and enforce federal 

safety regulations. New Jersey is a full participant in MCSAP, which has 

enabled the State Police to hire additional inspectors to conduct more 

inspections. The State Police are focusing on driver out of service 

criteria to ensure that drivers do not exceed hours of service limits. 

The troopers are also enforcing new vehicle out of service rules 

particularly with respect to the braking systems. 

The Port Authority has an inspection program, although it is not 

as comprehensive as that of the State Police. One constraint is 

competing priorities for limited manpower and another is the lack of 

adequate facilities and the space to conduct in depth vehicle 

inspections. The New Jersey Turnpike Authority has expanded its truck 

inspection program recently, but there are other priorities competing for 

limited resources. Staffing levels have not kept pace with the multitude 
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of enforcement demands. The Turnpike and the Parkway may need more 

safety inspection and weigh teams in addition to regular patrols. 

There appears to be a need on the part of the NJICC members for 

a cooperative, comprehensive truck safety program, including a mechanism 

to share data on driver records, repeat violators, accident trends, and 

innovative enforcement practices. This program should include an 

expansion of the federal-state partnership which has been evolving 

recently. 

SafetyNet, a national database system designed to collect and 

disseminate truck inspection driver records and accident statistics, is 

one means to accomplish this objective. The State Police plans to tie 

into this system. The State Police should consider coordinating its 

SafetyNet activities with the database systems utilized by NJICC agencies. 

There also appears to be a need for a permanent truck inspection 

station within the urban core of the metropolitan region. Such a 

facility would increase the chances of finding and removing unsafe 

vehicles from the region's roadways. 

Most transportation experts agree that in addition to roadway 

improvements and more rigorous vehicle inspections, the key to reducing 

preventable accidents rests with the truck driver. Truck drivers are 

expected to be professionals who can compensate for unexpected 

complications resulting from vehicle failures, erratic behavior by other 

drivers, roadway problems, or bad weather. Unfortunately, this is not 

always the case. Government and the trucking industry must cooperate to 

ensure that truck drivers are properly trained, that they obey the law, 

and that only properly trained, well qualified drivers are allowed to 

operate trucks on our roadways. 
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One problem has been the fact that many truck drivers have 

multiple driver licenses. This enables a driver to spread his violations 

• among states, thus avoiding losing his right to drive. This practice has 

been outlawed as a result of federal legislation which became effective 

on July 1, 1987. 

Another problem has to do with the lack of minimum standards for 

driver training and testing. Effective July 15, 1988, the Secretary of 

usnor will issue regulations establishing minimum federal standards for 

testing and licensing, as well as ensuring fitness of persons who operate 

commercial vehicles. By January 1, 1989, the Secretary must establish a 

clearinghouse for driver license information including violations. New 

Jersey will have to comply with these federal requirements. In the 

interim, New Jersey should enact a corranercial license requirement for 

intrastate drivers of vehicles over 10,000 pounds, with uniform standards 

for buses or trucks, plus training and testing to determine driver 

qualifications. 

The federal govenment is studying the appropriateness of 

lowering the blood alcohol content for truck drivers from the current 

limit of 0.10 to 0.04. New Jersey may want to consider enacting 

legislation to prohibit a truck driver from operating a truck with any 

alcohol content in his blood. 

Several studies have indicated that driver fatigue is a 

significant factor in truck accidents. These studies estimate that many 

drivers routinely violate federal hours of service limits. Several 

experts claim that computerized on-board recording devices would 

eliminate or reduce hours of service violations and, consequently, 
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fatigue induced accidents. It is suggested that NJICC members go on 

record supporting the use of on-board recording equipment by passing such 
• 

a resolution and forwarding it to Washington. 

There is a need to educate the motoring public about the 

differences in operating capabilities of trucks as compared to cards. 

This is a necessary step which could be a significant factor in the 

reduction of car-truck accidents. A campaign of public awareness of 

truck safety could be initiated as a joint effort by members of the 

Interagency Coordinating Corranittee. The campaign would be directed at 

reducing accidents and "hostile attitudes" among all drivers. This 

campaign could be a joint effort of the governors of both states. Both 

could issue proclamations featuring the need and desire of working 

together for truck safety. The campaign theme could be developed with 

emphasis on media releases, posters and handouts to patrons using the 

facilities. Posters could be placed at primary locations in terminals, 

restaurants, shops, etc. 

Safety experts have also focused much of their attention on 

trying to make trucks more compatible with passenger cars. The typical 

truck requires two to three times the stopping distance compared to a 

car. All too frequently a truck's brakes are out of adjustment, adding 

to the distance needed to stop. Some drivers have disconnected their 

front brakes under the impression that this will improve their ability to 

maintain control during a sudden stop under slippery road conditions. 

Engineers are now testing various brake technologies like 

autcmatic slack adjusters and anti-lock systems. New Jersey should 

consider a statute which requires that brakes be kept in good order. 

NJICC could play a useful role in developing greater awareness, and 
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alerting officials in Washington of the need for action to upgrade truck 

braking systems. Engineers and manufacturers are also looking at other 

truck canponents, such as the tires, trailer lighting, and special 

mirrors to eliminate blind spots. 

Based on analysis, the following legislative issues have been 

identified: 

- Adoption of national truck driver standards; 

- Establishment of a commercial license for all truck drivers; 

- Banning radar detectors; 

- Endorsement of a federal requirement for speed limiting 

devices on all trucks; 

- Amending state laws to require truck tractors to have front 

wheel brakes in conformance with federal standards, without 

any grandfather clause; 

- Prohibiting any drinking and driving at all for truck drivers 

under a penalty of loss of license; 

- Requiring a fine of $1,000 for owners of tractor trailers 

whose vehicles' brakes are found to be more than 40 percent 

out of adjustment (which is the Commercial Vehicle Safety 

Alliance standard); 

- Requiring that intrastate trucks meet the same standards that 

currently apply to interstate trucks. 

In conclusion, the truck safety problem is a canplex issue. 

Each NJICC agency is addressing the problem through a diverse set of 

strategies. More work needs to be done. There is a clear need for a 

cooperative approach by NJICC members to exchange data, to share 

information on innovative practices, to coordinate enforcement activities 

to maximize the effectiveness of limited budgets, and to speak with one 

voice in lobbying for truck safety reforms. 
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OVERVIEW OF TRUCK SAFETY 

There has been a growing concern on the part of 

government, the public, and the motor carrier industry concerning 

truck safety. The number of truck accidents and, more importantly, 

of truck accidents involving fatalities have risen recently due to a 

significant increase in truck travel (see Table lA). The purposes 

of this report are to analyze what the various New Jersey 

Interagency Coodinating Committee (NJICC) members are doing with 

regard to truck safety, to determine the need for strengthening some 

of the agencies' programs, and to develop recommendations for agency 

cooperation in a regional truck safety program. 

The NJICC compiled data on truck accident causes, 

reporting procedures, and safety programs. A comparative analysis 

of similarities and differences was performed in order to identify 

the program strengths of member agencies. The strengths of each 

agency as well as "other" data served as the basis for suggestions 

to improve enforcement and inspection programs and to promote 

regional cooperation in increasing truck safety. It was necessary 

to expand the scope of the original project to obtain comparative 

experiences of other states and agencies to add depth to the report. 

As a result, a wealth of material (other data) was collected and 

synthesized in the following report. 

The focus of the survey was on three Interagency 

Coordinating Committee members -- the New Jersey Turnpike Authority, 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, and the New Jersey 

Highway Authority (which operates the Garden State Parkway). Other 





Interagency members are The New Jersey Sports & Exposition Authority 

and the Hackensack MeadowlaL .. 3 Development Commission. The 

Interagency Coordinating Committee Administrator gratefully 

expresses his ~ppreciation for the cooperation and help extended by 

federal, state and private organizations, the New Jersey Division of 

State Police, the Turnpike Authority, the Port Authority, and the 

Highway Authority, all of whom provided invaluable assistance in 

carrying out the survey. The independent authorities should be 

commended for their overall contribution to safety by allocating 

resources for engineering and enforcement improvements. Special 

thanks to the New Jersey Department of Transportation and other 

agencies, which forwarded statistical material. Information was 

also provided by the New Jersey Motor Truck Association. 

The task was accomplished through numerous interviews 

with transportation leaders and enforcement officials, as well as 

trucking representatives. The interviews with the three member 

agencies covered reporting procedures, investigative requirements, 

record keeping, data processing, follow up with accident 

participants, causes of accidents, contributory factors, location, 

time of day, vehicle defects, severity of accidents, drivers' 

accident records, and company owners' experience. Also it included 

safety programs, current and proposed, information exchanges, 

signing enforcement and who pays for damage and other costs. A 

bibliography was developed for a survey of interest. 

New Jersey is heavily dependent on truck transportation 

for the movement of goods in and out of the State. The State's 
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geographic location makes it a key corridor connection among the 

rapidly developing regions in the southeast, southwest and the 

established markets of the northeast. An indication of the volume 

that passes through New Jersey yearly can be gleaned from the New 

Jersey Turnpike records which show it handled more than 20,877,718 

trucks in 1985 compared with 22,288,979 in 1986. An estimated total 

of 479,000 trucks were registered in New Jersey in 1984. About 

173,000 were considered heavy trucks or 36 percent of the total 

trucks registered. An estimated 68.8 million tons of freight moved 

in and out of New Jersey in 1982. Truck vehicle miles travelled 

(VMT) was 3,635 million in 1984, compared to a total VMT of 52,170 

million. Truck VMT has been growing f 1ster than total VMT in New 

Jersey. (54) 

Trucking is essential to the State's economy and, 

therefore, it is of utmost importance to have trucks move cargo in a 

safe and efficient manner. The truck safety debate has become 

intertwined with the debate over the economic deregulation of the 

motor carrier industry in 1980. There are many theories about the 

impact on truck safety as a result of deregulation. In a 1986 

report prepared for the Eno Foundation for Transportation, Inc. of 

Westport, CT., on the "Effects of Deregulation on Motor Carriers," 

Nicholas A. Glaskowsky writes that " ••• economic deregulation may 

have a (negative) link with safety." He based his findings on three 

trends: 1) the equipment fleet of the motor carrier industry is 

aging 2) a lot of maintenance (expense) is being deferred and 3) the 

motor carrier accident rate is increasing. (24) 
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This contention, however, is challenged by the U.S. 

Department of Transportation report of February, 1986 on 

deregulation which says, "the trucking industrys' safety record has 

been carefully monitored since implementation of the Motor Carrier 

Act of 1980. As expected, prior to deregulation, no valid 

statistical evidence was found linking the presence or absence of 

economic regulation with safety performance of motor carrier 

(961 
operations." There is much debate about whether deregulation 

impacts truck safety. The simple fact is that truck accidents, 

whether they are increasing or not, are a problem and action by 

industry and by government is needed now to reverse that trend. 

Other factors contributing to truck accidents are the low 

level of enforcement and a delay in introducing new technological 

advances in truck brake systems. Compounding the problem is the 

density of traffic and the simple fact that truck sizes are on the 

increase and cars are getting smaller. In some cases, traffic 

congestion can contribute to higher accident rates, although the 

seriousness of these accidents are reduced due to lower speeds. It 

is only now that the public is beginning to voice concern over the 

alarming rise in truck accidents in recent years. Traffic volumes 

continue to increase at a record breaking rate each year, even 

though it appears that the saturation point was reached the previous 

year. 

Already overcrowded and overtaxed facilities have managed 

to squeeze in "just a few more" each year, for another record. Rush 

hours have been stretched and extended. Congestion and grid lock 
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alerts are every day events, compounded by accidents. Perhaps, it 

is the congestion-caused frustration and impatience which lead to 

inattentive driving and are indeed, important contributory factors 

for truck-related accidents. A focus on volume reflects on the 

growth of some facilities. In 1952 the New Jersey Turnpike recorded 

a total of 18,239,197 vehicles and 34 years later, in 1985, it 

registered total vehicles of 167,857,961 -- an increase of 820 

percent since its first full year of operation. The Highway 

Authority and Port Authority crossings have registered significant 

growth as well. (pVt. QOmm. J 

Efforts have been finalized to improve truck enforcement 

in New Jersey. The State Department of Transportation as well as 

the State Police have developed and put into place an updated 

enforcement program for truck safety. (54) 

ACCIDENT REPORTING 

Accident information is crucial to discerning trends in 

factors contributing to accidents such as locations, time of day, 

pavement conditions, and unsafe speed. The more detailed 

information collected, the better opportunity for analyzing accident 

trends, causes and contributing factors. 

The Turnpike accident form (see Exhibit 1, page SA) is 

probably the most detailed document of its kind in the State. The 

Port Authority has its own accident form (see Exhibit 2, page SB) 

and the Highway Authority uses an accident reporting system employed 

by all other State Police troops (see Exhibit 3, page SC). The 
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EXHIBIT 1 
1. Case Number 12. Station NEW JERSEY STATE POLICE REPORTABLE 

I TROOP 0 - NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE NON-REPORTABLE 

4. Date of Collision 5. Day of Collision 6. Time 7. No. of 8. Number 9. Number I I Daylight 
~--r--"'-oN_r_H ..... l_D_A_Y -+-Y_E_A_R -+-s-+-"'-+-r-+1 _w--+1 _r_H -1'1_r_1_s---1 (Use 2400) Vehicles Ki II ed I nj ur ed 

I 
13. 

10. County 11. Municipality 

8 
I 
I 

I 
I "I 

I I I I I 12. Milepost I Delineator 13. Roadway I Dark I 

~~2--;.V-E--~~'c_L_E_~ll_4_._P_o_li-cy __ N_o_. _________________________ .11_5_._1n_s_.~C-od_e~'-v-E_H_~_c_L_E..__ll6_._P_o_1_ic_y_N_o_. __________ -.~-:-:--------~'1-1_.11n~s~·-C~o~de~'------~26 I 
18. Driver's First Name Initial Last Name 119. Street Address 20. City 121. State _J 

L 
L LU 

22. Driver's License Number 23. State 124. D.O. B. 125. Eyes 26. Sex 127. Driver Exp. 28 Age 129. Exp. Date 130. Res. Code r1 
132. VIN 133. Legal Speed 34. Vehicle Defect _J z 

0 31. Bus D.L. Number 

ct: L LU 
i:o 
~ 
::> 
z 
LU 

l ...;3=5=·~0-w_n_e_r'_s __ F_i_rs_t_N_a_m~e,----l-n-it~ia_1 ____ L~as_t_N_a_m_e ___ ~l3_6_._s~tr-e-et_A_d_d_re_s_s-,--------r--J-3_7._C_ity--.......----l3_8_._s_ta_t_e __ --iLJ8 

DSAME AS 
DRIVER 

,3_9_._M_a_k_e _o_f -V-eh_i_c-le __ __,1_4_0._Y_e_a_r-'--41_._B_o_d_y_-i--42_._L_i_c-en_s_e_P_l_a_te_N_o_.1_4_3_. _St-a-te-~4-4_. -D-at_e_l_n_sp_e_c-te-d-+-4-5_._R_e_-i_n_sp_._R_e_q_. _J_4_6_. -T-r a-i-le-r -P-1 a_t_e_N_u_m_b-er---1[]
9 [ 

_, 
u 
:i 
LU 
> 

~ OYes ONo 

47. Seat Belts used DLF D CF D RF 48. Describe Damage to Vehicle 49. Vehicle Removed To 

DLR OCR ORR 

L·~--1-5~0~·-V-eh_i_c_1e_w_a_s __ ~---D--M_o_v_in_g_-d_i_re_c_t•_·o_n·_. __ _.__ __________ ~--------------------------....._--""T'" ________________ ~-----------1:Jo _ o~~ o~~ ~ 

~ ~5_1_._D_r_iv_e_r'_s--F-ir_~_N_~_e ___ 1_n_it-ia_1 ____ L~~-t_N_a_m_e--~'-s_2_._~_r_~_t_A_d~d-~_s_s_~~ ~.Ci~ 1s~~~e 
~ 

0 

55. Driver's License Number 56. State 157. D .0. B. 158. Eyes 59. Sex 160. Driver Expj 61. Age 162. Exp. Date 163. Res. Code D' 
L ~ 64. Bus D.L. Number 165."VIN 166. Legal Speed 67. Vehicle Defect 

~1----------------'-------------.---=--------'----------,,----------r---------; 32 

L 
~ 68. Owner's First Name Initial Last Name 169. Street Address I JO. City 17!. State J 

IO ::>LU D SAME AS 

Z DRIVER -----------------'-----~~--~------~---_ L ~ 72. Make of Vehicle 173. Year 7 4. Body 75. License PI ate No.176. State 177. o ate Inspected 7~j ~~:nsp~:: 179. Tr a i I er Pl ate No. ~ 

> 80. Seat Belts Used DLF D CF D RF 81. Describe Damage to Vehicle 

F DLR OCR ORR 

L 83. Vehicle Was D Moving-direction: 

~ _ D Parked D Stopped 

L_ ~ 84. Name and Address 
LU 
z 
!::: 
~ 

87. Traffic Control 
3 D Lane Markings 
4 D No Controls Present 
5 D Speed Warning Sign - Message: 

90. Road Condition 

3 osnow 1 0Dry 
4 OFog 2 owet 

3 O Bus 5 D Motorcycle 
4 D Truck 6 D Other 

6 D Other 

3 osnowy 
4 Oley 

94. Accident Type 
1 D Same Direction 
2 0 Non-col Ii sion 

82. Vehicle Removed To 

BY 

85. Age 86. Location at Time of Accident 

88. Level of Service 

1 D Light 3 D Moderate 
2 []Medium 4 OHeavy 

5 B Very Heavy ~ 
6 Stop-go 36 
7 D Not Known 

91. Lighting Condition 92. Road Surface 

1 D On 3 D None 1 l1 Concrete 3 D Other 
2 D Off 2 D Blacktop 

5 D Right Angle 
3 D Head-on 6 OObject 
4 []Side-swipe 7 D Other 

16 17 19 j 14 15 18 20 21 22 24 Names of Injured If Deceased Also Include Date of Death 
A ilA-·---~-~-~~-~~-~~------~----~------------------< 

23 

\ I' ' 
t l~ --- -·~-!------+-~\~I\ +-+--/ ---+------+--·----+----------· 

~ le 'v 'J v r-- --·--l----+---4----1'----1---~--__..--l.__-1---4---------1------·-· -··--·--------------------! 

~ r--D-t---+----+----1--+---+--·-+--f--'/\.--+--+-1\~--+-----+-------·---+-----------------1 
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97. Road character 98. Road width 99. No. of lanes 

102. Under construction 103. Kind of shoulder 104. Shoulder width 

107. Drinkin5 I""· I r·· 2 involve 
Tests Given 
108. What was pedestrian doing 

109. Diagram 

0 
Indicate North 

. ... . :··· i : .,. 

110. Narrative (Refer to vehicle by number) 

-~y ~ ... , 

,, .... ,y 

" 

111 Today's Trip Began At Time Last Stop 

Entered Turnpike At Date Time 

112 Today's Trip Began At Time Last Stop 

Entered Turnpike At Date Time 

VEHICLE NUMBER ONE 

111. Initial contact 

112. Skid marks Before 
Feet I After 

113. Vehicle traveled after impact 

114. What was driver doing 

115. Driver's vis ion Obsctl'ed by 

116. Physical condition of driver 

a 
117. List name of injured or killed, where taken, by whom 

UJ 
r.r; NAME WHERE BY WHOM ;:, . •" .... ,._, ........ ..... 
z 

,,.,.,,. •Y- "" .-~ 

~ 
0 
0 "" ....... .,.,y ... ,.,. ••""' ,,,..,.,.., _._. . .• 

~ 
.,.J 

» Y• -· ,.,..,_ .... .,..., 

x; 
,-· 

1.18. Recommend drivers for re~xamination D.Yes 0No 
119. Summons to Summons number Charge 

f 

120. Officer's signature 121. Badge No. 

-SA-

100. Divided by 101. Accident lnvorved 

105. Kind of locality 106. Road defects 

D Rural D Urban 

: 

Time 

Collector Class 

Time 

Collector Class 

VEHICLE NUMBER TWO 

Before 
Feet I After 

Feet Feet .. --

·-
Seat belts used 

Yes No None Afl.e Sex Veh. Loe. Injury cOde 

Name of Court 

122. Reviewed by (Badge No.) 123. Status 

I 





EXHIBIT 2 
PA621/9-86 N358U7 DETAILED LOCATION (1) (2) 1(3) 1(4) 

---------------------------------------------
fl N.Y. D N.J. 

FACILITY 

1llE PURI' AUlllORll'Y CID~®~ (23) NO. OF VEHICLES DAY OF WEEK WEATHER ROAD LIGHT 
(19) (20) (21) (22) INVOLVED 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT REPORT o 1. Mon. L.11. Clear u 1. Dry r~ 1. Daylight (24) 

(SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE) c.1 2. Tues. [ ~ 2. Foggy r J 2. Wet-Rain or : : 2. Dawn 

c 3. Wed. o 3. Overcast 
Snow 

l1 3. Dusk 
i . 3. Wet-Tunnel 

L: 4. Thurs. r _i 4. Raining Wash i : 4. Dark. Road- (25) (26) 

n 5. Fri. 1J 5. Dew or i i 4. Wet-Other 
way Lighted 

NOTE: CODE OR CHECK UNSHADED BOXES 
1J 6. Sat. Misty Rain 5. Oily, Greasy 1 . 5. Dark, Road-

LOCATION f "'B~l DAT~rc HOUR r ~ 6. Sncming or c.: 6. Snowy 
way Not 

(5) I (6) I (7) I (8) I (9) (10) (11) (12fl(13) (14) (15) 
CJ 7. Sun. Sleeting Lighted 

___ A.M. 1: 9. [_ 9. 
c.: 7. Muddy L . 6. In Tunnel 

SEE FACILITY MAP FOR 16 17 18 i~i 8. Icy [ 1 9. 
APPROPRIATE CODING --~P.M. [ 9. 

FIXED OBJECT I 31 32 33 j 34 
DRIVER ACTION TYPE OF ACCIDENT TYPE OF VEHICLE POSSIBLE VIOLATION 

(27-28) (29-30) VEH (35-36) VEH (37-38) VEH (39-40) 

u 01. Head On (Two Vehicles) [: 00. None 1 2 1 2 1 2 

i: 1 02. Rear End c 01. Toll Booth Structure, Gate [_: r • 01. Passenger Car [ ; : 01. Improper Turn i I 01. Going Straight Ahead 

[i 03. Sideswipe 02. Light Pole or Utility Pole 02. Taxicab l . L: 02. Disregarded Traffic [I 02. Turning 

CJ 04. Angle Collision L.."J 03. Tunnel Wall or Ceiling ' • ' i 03. P.A. Police Car Signal or Sign l-J[ . 03. Slowing or Stopping 

o 05. Backing 1 ~: 04. Divider Beginning or Prow c 1 04. Truck. Single Unit : ~ 03. Disregarded Officers Iii : 04. Parking or Unparking 

[J 06. Fixed Object u 05. Medial Divider r : 05. Tractor and/or Trailer L' rj 04. Crossed Centerline [ : 1 • 05. Stopped by Traffic 

CJ 07. Object Lying in Road c 06. Channelizing Island or I 06. P.A. Emergency Vehicle r:: 05. Speeding Congestion 

[j 08. Falling or Flying Object Stanchion , . i = 07. Small Bus or Limousine 1 : u 06. Failed to Yield Io 06. Stopped by Traffic Sign or 

r.J 09. Pedestrian (Not Police 07. Bridge Pier, Pillar Abutment 11 L] 08. Regular Bus r : L"J 07. Following too Close Signal 

Officer) , i 08. Building · 09. Fork Lift, Sweeper. r: 08. Vehicle Lights Not '· • · 07. Stopped by Traffic Officer 

l:J 10. P.A. Police Officer 09. Fire Hydrant Snow Plow Working l : i , 08. Merging 

(Pedestrian) 10. Construction Barrier I ~ r . 10. Motorcycle, Motorscooter I! 09. Other Vehicle Defect ! J r i 09. Diverging 
Bicycle Including Load I 11 10. Passing u 11. Damaged While Parked r l 11. Garage Door 

[1 12. Improper Loading or o 12. Fence or Railing ;Jl . 11. Carts. Stairs. Power Ur,jts i ~ l 10. Wrong Way Against [, l 11. Lost Control 

Load Cover l-:: 30. Other 
& Other Apron Vehicles Traffic r I 12. Avoiding Vehicle, Object, 

u 13. Turned Over in Road l. l_i 12. Aircraft ~ : . 90. Other Pedestrian 

r- 14. Ran Off Road I - 90. Other i 13. Changing Lanes 

r::; 80. Other ' , 99. Unknown : ~ 1 : 14. Opening Door Roadside 

[J 99. Unknown 
I ,_, 90. Other 

99. Unknown 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52,53,54 55 , 56 , 57 58 59 60 61 

VEHICLE NO. 1 P.A. VEHICLE DAMAGE P.A. PROPERTY DAMAGE 
P.A. VEHICLE NO. Driver's Unit No. GrHER THAN VEHICULAR 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 152 153 154 55156 , 57 58 59 60 61 JOB NO. MAINT W.0.1 JOB NO. 
VEHICLE NO. 2 

P.A. VEHICLE NO. Driver's Unit No. 

NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS 

IF OTHER THAN DRIVER, OWNER'S FULL NAME & ADDRESS VEHICLE, YEAR, MAKE & TYPE PLATE NO. & STATE 

- DRIVER'S FULL NAME & ADDRESS (IF P.A. EMPLOYEE, TITLE & UNIT NO.) DRIVER'S LICENSE NO. & STATE I AGE 111 MALE d l 1 FEMALE z 
w DESCRIBE APPARENT DAMAGE TO VEHICLE 
..J I DAMAGE OVER $500 (N.J.) ii STOPPED EST. SPEED_ 
(.) 

: · DAMAGE OVER $600 (N.Y.) : PARKED l - SUMMONSED :c 
w r1 ARRESTED 
> POLICY NUMBER I NAME - INSURANCE COMPANY I EFFECTIVE DATE I EXPIRATION DATE 

I I I I 
IF OTHER THAN DRIVER, ONNER'S FULL NAME & ADDRESS VEHICLE, YEAR, MAKE & TYPE PLATE NO. & STATE 

N DRIVER'S FULL NAME & ADDRESS (IF P.A. EMPLOYEE, TITLE & UNIT NO.) DRIVER'S LICENSE NO. & STATE I AGE 1 l-I MALE d z i ; FEMALE 

w DESCRIBE APPARENT DAMAGE TO VEHICLE 
..J I ·DAMAGE OVER $500 (N.J.) : i STOPPED EST SPEED_ 
(.) 

. DAMAGE OVER $600 (N.Y) r PARKED -i SUMMONSED :c w ,-: ARRESTED 
> POLICY NUMBER I NAME .. INSURANCE COMPANY I EFFECTIVE DATE I EXPIRATION DATE 

I I I I 
FULL NAME & ADDRESS OF INJURED WEARING ; 1 YES I AGE I r· j MALE INVEH. PEDESTRIAN 

SEAT BELTS [!NO [i FEMALE NO. ii DRIVER 

ii: NATURE OF INJURIES 11 PASSENGER 

:::> - , FATALITY .., 
MEDICAL ATIENTION ll REFUSED MEDICAL ATIENTION i-:J WILL SEE OWN DOCTOR REPORTED BY (SIGNATURE) 

1~ TREATED BY_ AT 

FIRST AID BY TAKEN TO HOSPITAL BY 
DATE REPORTED DID YOU WITNESS YES 

I I ACCIDENT i-J NO 
DESCRIBE ACCIDENT, INCLUDING ANY PROPERTY DAMAGE OTHER THAN TO VEHICLES 

j 

I 

!INDICATE I 0 DRAW DIAGRAM (SEE INSTRUCTIOl\!S ON REVERSE SIDE) 

l NORTH · -l;"R-





General Instructions 

1. Print heavily in Black Ink. Make check marks thick and dark. 

2. Code or check all unshaded boxes. Refer to P.A. Guide Book for detailed instructions. 

3. If facility property (other than vehicles) is damaged, prepare Maintenance Work Order
Non-Routine, form PA 2302 and enter Maintenance Work Order number in appropriate 
box on front of this form. Under "3. Description of Job" on form PA 2302 enter "Accident 
Damage" followed by a description of the damage. Desk Officer immediately forwards 
form PA 2302 to Maintenance Scheduler. 

4. If 3 or more vehicles are involved fill out separate form PA 621 and number cars "3," "4," 
etc. Staple second card to first and code in detail; Accident Location, Type of Vehicle, etc. 

5. If there is more than one injury per two vehicles, the additional injuries are to be recorded 
under Accident Description if space is available or on an attached sheet of paper. 

If P.A. Vehicle is involved, P.A. driver must: 

1. Notify P.A. Manager, Claims Administration at once whenever a P.A. vehicle is involved in 
an accident in which: 

a. Non P.A. personal injuries are sustained or 

b. Non P.A. property damage is involved over $500 in New Jersey or over $600 in New 
York. 

2. P.A. driver must complete state form, if required, and forward with this card to P.A. 
Manager, Claims Administration, Law Department. 

Diagram Instructions 

Show position of vehicles, using vehicle numbers from reverse side, at point of impact and if 
significant, of vehicles and objects after stopping. 

Use solid lines for path of vehicles before collision; dotted lines for path to stopped position. 

Locate the occurrence accurately in diagram by showing curb lines, traffic lanes, engineering 
marks or signal stations, etc. 

Use facility spot map references when applicable. 
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101 ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

EXHIBIT 3 
REPORTABLE 

$' Mfl£ POST 55 

INITIAL 

STATE 

94 YEAR 95 UCENSE PLATE NO. 

91 Vl!HJ(lE REMOVEO TO 98 AUTHORITY 1 OWNER 
2 DRIVER 
3 POLICE 

LEFT Tu; INTERSECTION 99 

3~ 4--.+ 
HEAD ON SIDESWIPE 

__.._ :-->-.._ 
7 8 

CHECK ONE Of THE REAR PASSING 
8 DIAGRAMS If IT I ---
ADEQUATELY DE ,.__l ~ 1 2~ SCRIBES THE ACCI 

~~~· 2~~R~:GRAM RIGHT TURN RIGHT TURN 
IN SPACE BELOW ____.., l ,....---

1-----.--~-+----.--=--·---------+-5::__).;___ (" 6 ( _r-

VIN NUMBER 

100 AlCOHOL DATA 
DRIVER NO. l 

TEST GIVEN TEST TYPE TEST RESULTS 

YES BLOOD §· · .. 
URINE 

BREATH 

10·2-~()A''AAGE TO PROPERTY OTHER THAN VEHICLE (GIVE OWNER'S NAME AND ADDRESS) 

103 SUMMONS TO SUMMONS NUMBER CHARGE NAME OF COURT 

11)4 OFFICER'S SIGNATURE 105 BADGE NUMBER 106 REVIEWED BY (BADGE NUMBER) 107 STATUS 

---------· ___,, _________ .__ -- ____ l_ ____ _ 
~15~~-1_6~~-17~~-18~~1_9~~-w~~-21~~-22~~--~2_3~~~-24 __ N_A_M_E_S_-_A_D_D_~_s_~SOFINJU~D-~DECEA~DAfSOINCWDEDAff&TI~~~~~-

NJTR-1 (RS/83) RECORD BUREAU COPY 





PEDESTRIAN MANEUVER APPARENT CONTRIBUTING CIRCUMSTANCES 
1 Crossing/Entering Roodway 8 Pushing or Working on Veh. 1 Unsafe Speed 14 Foiling to Obey Signal 

at Intersection 9 Other Working in Roadway 2 Foiling to Keep Right 15 Disregarded Stop Sign 
2 Crossing/Entering Roodway 10 Hitch-Hiking 

3 Failing to Yield Right of 16 Dazzling, Improper or 
Not at Intersection 11 Approaching or Leaving 

3 Wolking on Rood w/Troffic School Bus Way to Vehicle/Pedestrian No Lights 

4 Walking on Rood Against Traff. 12 Coming From Behind 4 Following Too Closely 17 Wrong Woy, One•Way Rood 
Improper Parking 5 Playing in Rood Parked Ve}!. 5 Backing Unsafely 18 

6 Standing in Rood 13 Other* 6 Driving Under Influence 19 Animal on Highway 
7 Getting On or Off Vehicle 7 Improper lane change 20 Pedestrian's Actions 

TRAFF IC CONTROLS 7 Channelization-Physical 
8 Improper Passing 21 Vehicle Defects* 

9 Improper Turning 22 Environment 
1 Pol ice Officer 8 Special Construction 
2 R.R. Wotchmon, Gates, Etc. 9 Warning Signal 

10 Failing to Signal 23 Roadway Defects 

11 Improper Signal 24 None 3 Traffic Signal 10 Stop Sign 
4 Flashing Signal 11 Yield Sign 12 Driver Inattention 25 Other* 

5 Lone Markings 12 No Control Present 13 Improper Crossing of 26 Right turn on red 

6 Channelization - Painted 13 Other• Center Isle 

KIND OF LOCALITY 
1 Mfg. or Industry 

3 Residential 
4 School 

LIGHT CONDIT ION 

1 Daylight 

3 Dark (St. Light On) 

4 Dark (St. Lights Off) 

5 Dark (No St. Lights) 2 Shopping or Business 5 Open Country 2 Dawn or Dusk 

TRAFF IC 
1 Light 3 Heavy 

DIRECTION OF 
TRAVEL 2 Medium 

ROAD CHARACTER 
1 Straight and Level 
2 Straight and Grade 
3 Straight at Hi I lcrest 
4 Curve and Level 
5 Curve and Grade 
6 Curve at Hillcrest 

ROAD SURFACE TYPE 
1 Concrete 3 Other* 
2 Blacktop 

SURFACE CONDITION 
1 Dry 3 Snowy 5 Other"' 
2 Wet 4 Icy 

S.P. 123 (Rev. 3-84) 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

POLICE ACCIDENT REPORT 

*EXPLAIN IN ACCIDENT DESCRIPTION 

IF A QUESTION DOES NOT AP PLY, ENTER 
A DASH ( - ). 

IF AN ANSWER IS UNKNOWN, ENTER A "U" 

ROAD CONDITION 
1 No Defects 5 Loose Surface Mat'I. 8 Flood, Landslide, Etc. 
2 Defective Shou Ider 
3 Holes, Ruts, Etc. 
4 Foreign Material 

6 Obstruction Not Lighted 9 Road Under Construction* 

7 Obstruction Not 10 Other* 
Sig no led 

5 Recreation Veh. 10 Motorcycle 14 Trk. Combo 8' x 55' 
6 Taxicab/Lim. 11 Other* 15 Trk. Combo 8%' x 55' 
7 Bus 12 Pickup/Panel 16 Trk. Combo 8' over 55' * · 
8 School Bus 13 Moped 17 Trk. Combo 8%' over 55'* 
9 Emergency Veh. 18 Trk. Combo Dbl. Bottom* 

ROAD DIVIDED BY 
1 Metal Barrier 5 None 
2 Concrete Barrier 6 Wood 
3 Concrete lslond Barrier 
4 Grass Median 7 Other• 

WEATHER 
1 Clear 3 Snow 5 Other* 

2 Rain 4 Fog 

WHICH VEHICLE OCCUPIED 
1 Veh. 1 B Pedolcycle 0 Other* 
2 Veh. 2 P Pedestrian 

POSITION IN/ON VEHICLE 
1 Driver 2 thru 7 Passengers 
8 Riding/Hanging On Outside 

8 

7 

SAFETY EQUIP. USED 
1 No re stroint used 
2 Lop Belt 
3 Harness 
4 Lap Belt & Harness 
5 Child Restraint 
6 Helmet 
7 Oth .. e ... r*------~ 

EJECTION FROM 
VEHICLE 
1 Not Ejected 
2 Partial Ejection 
3 Ejected ------

LOCATION OF MOST SEVERE PHYSICAL 
INJURY 

1 Head 
2 Face 
3 Eye 
4 Neck 
5 Chest 
6 Bock 

7 Shoulder - Upper Arm 
8 EI bow/Lower Arm/Hand 
9 Abdomen/Pelvis 

10 Hip-Upper Leg 
11 Knee/Lower Leg/Foot 
12 Entire Body 

TYPE OF MOST SEVERE PHYSICAL INJURY 
1 Amputation 6 Burn 
2 Concussion 7 Fracture-Dislocation 

3 Internal 8 Complaint of Pain 
4 Bleeding 9 None Visible 
5 Cont us ion/Bruise I Abros ion 

VICTIM'S PHYSICAL CONDITION 

1 Killed 

2 Incapacitated 

3 Moderate Injury 

4 Complaint of Pain 

AGE SEX I I 
\Y~~~~~ 

INJURED TAKEN 

~BY 1ro ~ 

-5C-

PRE-ACCIDENT VEHICLE ACTION 
1 Going Straight 7 Slowing or 

Ahead Stopping 
2 Making Right 8 Stopped in 

Turn Traffic 
3 Mok ing Left 9 Parking 

Turn 10 Parked 
4 Making U Turn 11 Changing Lanes 
5 Starting from 12 Racing 

Parking 13 Backing 
6 Starting in 14 Driverless/Moving 

T roffic 15 Other* 

LOCATION OF FIRST EVENT 

1 On Roadway 2 Off Roadway 

COLLISION INVOLVED 
1 Pedestrian 
2 Other Motor Vehicle 
3 Overturned 
4 Other Non-Collision 
5 Pedalcycle 

6 Animal 
7 F i;ed Object 
8 Other Object* 
9 R.R. Train 

COLLISION TYPE (With Other MV) 
1 Same Direction 4 Left Turn 
2 Angle 5 Struck Parked Veh. 
3 Head-On 6 Other"' 

FIXED OBJECT 
1 Utility Pole 6 Sign Post 
2 Trees 7 Signal Standard 
3 Ctr. Barrier/Median/ 8 Abutment, Em· 

Ctr. Island bankment Woll 
4 Curb, Catch Basin, 9 Building, Tele• 

Culvert phone Booth 
5 Guide Roi I 10 Other* 

VIEW OBSTRUCTION 5 Hillcrest 
1 Trees, Crops, Etc. 6 Parked Vehicle 

2 Building 7 Moving Vehicle 

3 Embankment 8 No Obstruction 
4 Sign Boord 9 Other* 

PHYSICAL STATUS 

1 Apparently Normal 5 Fatigued 
2 Hod Been Drinking 6 Apparently 
3 Physical Handicaps Asleep 

4111 7 Using Drugs 
B Other* 

New Jersey State Library 





State Police form has a check-off system rather than requiring 

written details. The Turnpike's generally requires that the 

detailed information be written rather than be checked off. The 

investigating trooper has to draw an accurate diagram of the 

location and position of each vehicle in an accident. This is 

extremely important for accidents involving fatalities and major 

injuries. Additionally, the trooper has to describe the accident 

and the narrative in a format which could be easily followed. 

The Port Authority uses what it calls a 621 form as its 

accident report. The 621, like the Turnpike's form, requires 

detailed explanation and part of its function is to serve for 

accident analysis by the Authority's traffic division. The traffic 

division currently is conducting analysis to determine whether 

improved signing will decrease truck accidents at the George 

Washington Bridge. (pVL6. ~omm.) 

The Turnpike accident report is a document developed by a 

trained trooper. Accident details have to be presented in a manner 

where corrective measures are justified. It also serves as a legal 

document whereby the Authority is able to defend itself from suits, 

based on the information presented in the report. 

Essential information is on the accident form. There is 

no need for coding sheets to interrupt the information shown in the 

boxes appearing in the margin as in the State report. The 

information is then fed into a computerized accident data bank. 

This data is used by the Authority and State Police Troop D to 

develop strategies to improve safety on the Turnpike. No overlay is 

- 6 -





needed to evaluate the accident as required by the State Police 

form. 

The boxes on the side of the form seek specific 

information, which results in pin-pointing the exact location of the 

accident. The boxes include the types of roadways within the 

Turnpike system. Still other boxes require information about seat 

belts used by the driver and occupant. Additionally, another box 

requires the witness' name and address. 

The Turnpike form has seven categories describing the 

level of service compared with only three such categories on the 

State form. Contributing circumstances must be spelled out and 

properly identified rather than simply checking the appropriate box. 

The form also contains origin and destination information as well as 

date and time of entry, the entry interchange, and the name of the 

entry collector. The Trooper must spell out, in detail, the 

movements of the vehicle after the accident as well as the state of 

the driver. 

Information on the accident form is used to determine 

trends and to take action to alleviate probable causes of accidents 

on roadways. For example, Turnpike officials credited information 

obtained in its reporting system for a major capital expenditure to 

improve road surfaces at Interchanges 11, 13, 14, lSE and lSW, which 

had been the scene of several truck accidents. (pelt. eomm.) 

Information and statistics from the accident forms were 

used in the design of a portion of the Turnpike's $2 billion 

- 7 -





widening project. One safety improvement in the widening will be 

the realignment of the "mixing bowl" on the Turnpike main line 

between Interchanges 14 and 15. The new design calls for a 

separation of roadway which will eliminate the excess weaving that 

now exists, and will also eliminate a combination of grades on the 

roadway. Heavy weaving sections may contribute to the significant 

number of sideswipe accidents being experienced. 

Another analysis of data supports the Turnpike concept of 

improved safety in the widening by building a dual-dual roadway as 

opposed to a non-dual roadway. An analysis was made between 

Interchanges 7A and 9 on the main line as compared to a comparable 

section of dual roadway of Interchanges 9 and 12 in 1983, 1984, and 

1985. The results showed that the non-dual section had an accident 

rate of 60.8 per 100 million miles travelled while the dual-dual 

portion had an accident rate of 51.S per 100 million miles travelled 

or a difference of 15.3 percent. The dual-dual roadway concept 

allows for the separation of cars and trucks while the standard-dual 
(pelt. c.omm • ) 

section mixes all kinds of traffic./ Other authorities may want to 

adopt the Turnpike accident reporting form, which helps in accident 

reconstruction and insurance matters. 

The Authorities investigate and reconstruct accidents, 

particularly serious ones. The Highway Authority has a Fatal 

Accident Committee, which is composed of the operations manager, the 

State Police, the legal department, and the traffic engineer. The 

Committee reviews all pertinent data in fatal accidents and make 

recommendations to improve conditions for the roadway. At the 
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Turnpike a similar function is carried out by the Operations 

Department's Traffic Engineering Division in conjunction with the 

State Police, the Legal Department, and the Risk Management 

Department under the supervision of the Director of Operations. The 

Port Authority, also, evaluates and reconstructs serious accidents. 

The matter is mainly handled by police who conduct an investigation. 

They rely on assistance from engineering and traffic engineer 

departments on certain problems. The police and agency operating 

personnel should consider getting together more frequently on a more 

formal basis to exchange information and ideas about truck accidents 

and related enforcement programs. (pelt. QOmm.) 

TRUCK ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

Truck related accidents are occurring at a higher rate 

than their composition in the traffic stream. In New Jersey, trucks 

were involved in 28,024 accidents in 1984 or 75 per day. About 20 

percent of all multiple vehicle accidents involved trucks, yet 

trucks accounted for only 7 percent of the total volume. Trucks 

were involved in 21.4 percent of the fatal accidents in 1985 (see 

Table lB). Table lA shows what between 10.1 percent and 13.1 

percent of the vehicles involved in fatal accidents between 1981-

1984 were either commercial, single tractors or commercial tractor 

trailer combinations. The percent of their estimated vehicle miles 

travelled varied from only 6.3 percent to a high of 7 percent. 

Table lB shows that truck involvement in fatal accidents 

has been slowly but steadily rising from 1980 through 1985 and the 
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21.4 percent figure for 1985 appears much higher than their percent 

of the traffic mix. 

Tables lC and 10 compare the numbers of fatalities 

involving trucks. Table lC shows that even though the larger trucks 

accounted for a low involvement in fatal accidents (Table lB) they 

had a much more significant involvement in fatalities (Table lC). 

Trucks historically have had a higher fatal involvement rate than 

cars due in large part to the great difference in mass between the 

two classes of vehicles. The truck combination total in 1984 was 80 

fatals; Table lC shows the involvement by size. These figures 

appear to simply represent the relative numbers of each size 

combination using New Jersey roads. 

Table 10 shows what type of roadways truck related fatals 

occurred on in 1983. Truck combinations had an involvement rate of 

8.3 percent on Interstate, State and toll authority roadways while 

pick-up - panel trucks had an involvement rate of 8 percent. Both 

of these percentages are higher than their percent of the mix. 

Separate accident statistics are available for the toll 

facilities. The accident rate on the Turnpike has been increasing 

steadily as has the truck accident rate. Accidents on the Turnpike 

from 1980 to 1985 show a heavy involvement of trucks, a trend which 

continued for the first six months of 1986. The percentage of truck 

accidents has been averaging 37 percent while trucks, generally, 

average about 12 percent of the total volume since 1980. The 

percentage of fatalities involving trucks has been on the high side, 

too. The lowest it reached was 37.9 percent in 1985 (see attached 
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New Jersey Turnpike Table II, page 77A). No pattern was discerned 

on the Turnpike. Some of the fatal accidents involved "breakdown or 

disabled vehicles on the shoulder." This indicates a need to speed 

up aid to disabled vehicles. 

Similarly, the Port Authority has been experiencing an 

increase in accidents involving trucks at its Trans Hudson 

crossings. The overall 1984-1985 accident picture for the Port 

Authority crossings showed that trucks represented 7.2 percent of 

the volume, but accidents involving truck represented 41 percent. A 

particular concern is the George Washington Bridge, where trucks 

make up 7.9 percent of the volume and are involved in 52 percent of 

the accidents (see attached Port Authority Table III, page 77B and 

Chart I, page 11C). The Port Authority notes that most of these 

accidents are minor fender benders occurring at merge points around 

the toll plaza and at heavy weave points. 

Truck accidents on the Garden State Parkway, on the other 

hand have been minimal. This is mainly due to the fact that trucks 

are prohibited in the most densely travelled sections of the 

Parkway, north of Eatontown. 

On the Garden State Parkway most of the accidents are one 

vehicle off the road type accidents even though the Parkway has many 

miles of extremely dense traffic. In 1985, the Parkway had a total 

of 4,110 accidents of which 1,555 involved vehicles hitting fixed 

objects which represented 37.9 percent of the accidents. Sixteen of 

the Parkway's 20 fatalities for 1985 or 82 percent represented 

(55} 
accidents that involved hitting a fixed object./ The Parkway does 
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TABLE TII 

THE PORT AUTHORITY OF ~EW YORK AND NEW JERSEY 

TOTAL 

Staten Island Bridges 

Lincoln Tunnel 

George Washington Bridge 

Holland Tunnel 

1984 - 85 TRUCK PERCENTAGES 

io TRUCKS 
IN TRAFFIC 

7.2% 

6.9% 

5.4% 

7.9%* 

7.8% 

TRUCK ACCIDENTS 
TO TOTAL ACCIDENTS 

' 41% 

30i. 

30% 

52% 

4 li. 

Information furnished courtesy of the Port Authority of New York & New Jersev (70) 
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allow trucks in the southern end where traffic densities are lighter 

and they apparently do not have a problem with trucks mixing with 

cars and buses in these less urban areas. 

Port Authority and Turnpike statistics show something 

different. The Port Authority multiple accidents are much higher as 

is the New Jersey Turnpike's. The Turnpike's accidents totalled 

3,420 in 1984, versus 3,781 for 1985, an increase of 242 or 7.3 

percent. Similarly the Port Authority had a high multiple vehicle 

accident rate as evidenced by the George Washington Bridge. The 

dominant factors for accidents on the George Washington Bridge were 

sideswipes, angle and rear end multiple accidents. With only the 

above statistics available it could not be determined how many of 

these type accidents involved trucks as the contributing factor. It 

should be noted that trucks on the Port Authority facilities are 

involved in 41 percent of all accidents and therefore it would be 

safe to assume that there were at least this percentage involved in 

the above categories. Over the last six years, trucks have been 

involved in about 35 to 40 percent of all accidents on the Turnpike. 

The above statistics appear to point out that in urban, fast-paced, 

densely travelled areas trucks and cars are often in conflict for a 

variety of reasons. 
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Some of them are: 

1. Trucks are cut off by impatient car drivers anxious 

to keep their pace or change lanes, exit or enter 

the roadway and who do not realize the inability of 

the truck driver to stop or swerve the rig to avoid 

a car; 

2. Trucks sometime impair sight distance; 

3. 'Trucks have bigger blind spots than cars when 

changing lanes; 

4. Truck brakes are not as efficient as car brakes; 

5. Dense traffic makes for difficulties for trucks 

exiting the roadway except from the right lane of a 

roadway; 

6. Many trucks exceed the speed limit. 

A two-year study of "Driver-Vehicle, Highway 

Characteristics and Car-Tractor Trailer Collisions at Interchanges 

and Roadway Construction Maintenance Locations" was completed by 

Stephen P. Shao, Jr. Ph.D. of the School of Business at the 

University of Baltimore for the AAA Foundation of Traffic Safety in 

Falls Church, Virginia. In his study completed in September, 1986, 

Dr. Shao said "it is readily apparent that both car and tractor 

trailer drivers must share the responsibility of accident 

collisions. Generally negligent driving by both drivers, excessive 

truck driver speed and car driver failure to yield offer sample 
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evidence to this remark. Also the many frontal truck impacts 

highlight the need to give special focus on tractor trailer driving 

behavior." Among the interchange findings were: 1. Interchange 

collisions are most frequent during morning and afternoon rush hour 

traffic between 7 and 10 am and 3 and 6 pm. 2. Major reported 

causes of interchange located collisions were a) failure to drive 

within a single lane b) failure to reduce speed c) failure to 

yield the right of way. 3. Over half the interchange collisions 

involve passenger side sideswipes with next most frequent type being 

direct rear end collisions. 4. The major vehicle defect 

contributing to collision was defective brakes for tractor trailers, 

for the car it was defective tires. 5. More interchange collisions 

involving in-state trucks were caused by rear ending while out of 

state trucks were often involved in sideswipe collisions. Also, 

intra-state trucks were sited for failure to reduce speed and 

interstate trucks were sited for failure to drive within a single 

lane. ( 7 ) 
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AGENCY FOLLOW THROUGHOUT ON ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

The NJICC member agencies have utilized the data 

described previously to identify factors contributing to truck 

accidents and to implement various improvements to reduce the 

potential for future accidents. The Turnpike Authority, the Highway 

Authority, and the Port Authority each have accident investigation 

teams which reconstruct serious accidents, investigate the 

contributing factors, and recommend mitigating measures, where 

appropriate. 

Based on the results of its accident report system, the 

New Jersey Turnpike Authority identified 5 locations where the 

condition of the road surf aces was a contributing factor in several 

truck accidents. As a result, the Authority took action to improve 

the roadway surfaces at these locations. The Turnpike also utilized 

its accident data to identify a number of accidents occurring over 

the "mixing bowl" on the Turnpike main line between Interchanges 14 

and 15. This section is scheduled to be improved as part of the 

Turnpike $2 billion widening project. This project will also extend 

the Turnpike's dual-dual roadway which will further extend the 

separation of trucks from auto traffic. The Turnpike found that 

nearly 30 percent of the accidents on its entire roadway occurred at 

interchanges. Based on its accident analysis as well as other 

factors, the Turnpike hired a consultant to design improvements for 

three interchanges - 13,14, and 14B. (pe.Jt. QOmm.) 

The Port Authority reported that 62 percent of all the 

accidents on the George Washington Bridge were sideswipes, angle, or 
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rear end accidents occurring at or around its toll plazas. An 

analysis of these accidents determined that most were minor property 

damage only accidents. Many resulted from last minute lane changes. 

Frequently a car would make an unanticipated maneuver into a truck's 

blind spot resulting in a sideswipe. The Port Authority is 

investigating improved signing to avoid the necessity for a motorist 

to make a last minute lane change across several lanes to reach an 

exit ramp or to enter a toll lane. The Port Authority is also 

investigating various lane delineators such as the "Superduck (noted 

on page 68) or reflective pavement markers which are especially 

effective at night or in rainy weather.(peJL. ~omm.) 

OVERWEIGHT TRUCKS 

Overweight trucks cause roadway damage and can be a 

contributing factor in truck accidents. The New Jersey State Police 

consolidated monthly truck overweight report (see Table 4) from 

January l through December 31, 1985 showed that the total number of 

vehicles weighed at stationary and portable scales amounted to 

436,861, and overweight violations at these locations came to 

17,333, about 4 percent. Adequate deterrence is essential to help 

end the abuse of overweight trucks. Other states put overweight 

trucks out-of-service. This action would be enough of a deterrent, 

because of the inconvenience it would cause, and may have a greater 

effect than a fine. New Jersey State law requires that the operator 

of an overweight vehicle adjust, redistribute, or reduce the load to 

legal limits before proceeding. 
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A 

B 

c 
D 

E 

PA 

TABLE 4 

NEW JERSEY STATE roLICE 

CDNSOLIDATED MJNI'HLY TRu::K 

Ovm-IBIGHr REPORT 

JAN. 1 - DEC. 31, 1985 

VEHICLES WEIGIED Ovm-IBIGHI' VIOLATIONS 

STATIONARY AND roRrABLE STATIONARY AND roRrABLE 

'IOI'AL PERCENr 'IDrAL PERCENI' 

120,781 28% 2,486 14% 

147,216 34% 7,543 44% 

160,847 37% 4,841 28% 

3,157 1% 1,363 8% 

457 0% 12 0% 

4,403 1% 1,094 6% 

436,861 100% 17,339 100% 

Infonnation furnished courtesy NJ State Police 





The Port Authority purchased and put on line four 

electronic scales in late 1986. The Port Authority anticipates 

increased weigh activity at the George Washington Bridge and on 

Staten Island. Similarly, the Turnpike is planning to purchase 

additional portable scales. The Port Authority's new electronic 

scales are of extremely rugged construction and are accurate, even 

with harsh and abusive use. They are fully electronic with no 

mechanical components to wear out and this means no expensive 

maintenance schedule. They are light weight and designed for easy 

handling and can be set up by one man. They have large, bright, 

easy to read digital indicators. The high quality tilt bed trailers 

make it easy to transport scales, by a single person, to remote 
(pelt. c.omm. ) 

locations./ Independent authorities must place greater priority on 

enforcing weight limits. 

PAVEMENT SURFACE 

A cause of accidents on any roadway may be the pavement 

surface. That is why the federal government started a skid accident 

program many years ago. It mandates that every state shall have a 

program of skid testing for improved safety. The program shall 

provide standards with specific provisions for skid resistant 

qualities. It also requires that each state have a program for 

resurfacing or other surf ace treatment with emphasis on correction 

of sections of highway with low skid resistance and high or 

potentially high accident rates. 

In accordance with the Federal Highway Administration's 

instructional memorandum of 1968, the Port Authority Traffic 
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Engineering Division has conducted skid resistant surveys on all 

(68) 
Port Authority roadways since 1969./ The Port Authority Roadway Skid 

Testing monitors pavement skid resistance for safety. Skid 

resistance data is evaluated in conjunction with wet-road accident 

experience and pavement condition inspections. This coordinated 

approach reduces wet-roadway accidents, while establishing 

priorities for efficient use of pavement maintenance funds. 

The Port Authority continues to utilize the New Jersey 

DOT skid testing vehicle. NJDOT provided the vehicle, driver, test 

equipment, gasoline, maintenance, and data reduction. Testing in 

the field, however, was directed by the Port Authority Engineering 

Staff. About 800 locations were tested with an average of 3 

readings each. (68) 

The Turnpike has been using, for the past 30 years, the 

best aggregate for all of its paving work. These aggregates, which 

have a coefficient of friction of .35 or higher, basically maintain 

the good condition for the life of the pavement. However, if the 

pavement is found to be too smooth, the Engineering Department will 

conduct a skid test using the ATSM skid trailer. If the coefficient 

of friction is found to be below standard, then corrective measures 

are implemented. As stated above, due to the high quality 

aggregate, the Authority does not have a need to conduct skid tests 

on a continuous basis. (pvz.. QOmm.) 

The NJHA, on the other hand, has from time to time done 

the skid testing but has no overall plan. 
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Skid testing determines the condition of the pavement 

which particularly can be effected by vehicle "drippings" or "oil 

leaks" and from normal wear and tear. These conditions lead to a 

slippery road surf ace which is compounded during wet weather. This 

condition can be an added adverse effect with the braking capability 

of cars and trucks. 

Skid testing can also be used to assure that new overlays 

meet specifications. The use of skid testing could reduce accidents 

by determining and correcting roadway conditions. Skid testing 

should be done at least every year where there is heavy and dense 

truck use. It is suggested that anyone not doing skid testing 

should do so. 
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SPEED, WEAVING AND BACKUPS 

A significant amount of accidents occurred on Interchange 

ramps and toll plazas. In these areas there seems to be plenty of 

weaving, backups, and even speeding. People usually are impatient 

while paying their toll, and after the toll they seem to be looking 

to get out of the box as quickly as possible. A number of accidents 

happened at the upper and lower level toll plazas on the George 

Washington Bridge. Trucks accounted for 82 percent of the accidents 

on the upper toll plaza, and 79 percent for the lower. The accident 

picture was quite different for the Holland and Lincoln Tunnels 

(admittedly different facilities) where truck accidents amounted to 

1,456 in a total picture of 3,848 vehicles, or 71.8 percent of the 

total accidents. Trucks made up only 11.9 percent of the traffic. 

Similar conditions were noted at other plaza locations of the GWB. (70) 

Safety people contend that quick lane changes or last minute lane 

changes may be responsible for the accidents, even though some could 

be ascribed to impatience and frustration, jack rabbit starts and 

speeding to another booth because the line is shorter. There also 

could be some who are weaving across the plaza in hopes of making an 

entrance or exit connection. These are accidents resulting from 

high volumes and heavy weaving at toll plazas. 

The New Jersey Turnpike Authority had a similar accident 

experience in that a number of accidents took place at its 

interchanges. The Turnpike interchanges had 1,082 accidents in 1985 

compared to a total of 3,781 for the entire roadway. 28.06 percent 

of accidents occurred at interchanges. The leading interchange for 
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accidents was #14 in Newark which had 197 accidents. This same 

interchange (#14) had 162 accidents in 1984 in which one person died 

and 61 were injured. It is a complicated interchange where several 

lanes of traffic converge among exit and entrance ramps and onto the 

toll plaza. The Turnpike plans improvements to Interchange 14 

during its widening program in an effort to reduce the number of 

accidents. Interchange 16 in Secaucus had 85 accidents and 

Interchange 13 in Elizabeth had 97 accidents and 104 accidents were 

reported at Interchange 11 in Woodbridge. The Turnpike recognizes 

the problems being caused at its interchanges and at present is 

studying the possibility of expanding or improving the interchange 

16W with the widening and they are evaluating 16E, 17E, and 18E in 

the Northern terminus. The Turnpike must find ways of diffusing the 

high volumes of traffic now using its interchanges. In fact, the 

Turnpike may expand or redesign other interchanges to reduce 

congestion and potential for accidents. Among the possibilities 

being considered by the Turnpike is the split plaza concept where 

entry and exit toll lanes are separated by the toll plaza building. 

Presently, only Intergange 13A has this configuration. The Turnpike 

could look at the possibility of separate plazas for trucks.(pVt. comm. J 

At its January, 1987 meeting, members of the Turnpike 

Authority took action on three interchange improvements based on a 

study conducted two years ago by its consultant, Howard Needles, 

Tammen and Bergendorf. The consultant is nearly finished with an 

upgrading of Interchange 14B and recently received approval for more 

design improvements at Interchange 14. A different consultant has 

completed the final design of improvements to the ramp from the 
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Goethals Bridge to Interchange 13's toll plaza. This ramp will be 

widened to two lanes and among other features will result in a 

better superelevation. (60) 

Initially, the Turnpike plans a split plaza for the 30 

million dollar relocation of Interchange 7 in Burlington County. 

However, the Authority decided to construct a conventional 12 lane 

plaza because the ramps and the approaches for a split plaza 

required a "more substantial width" than a standard plaza. The 

design of a conventional plaza enables the Turnpike to minimize the 

impact on wetlands. With the current mix and congestion at 

Interchange 7, many cars and trucks interfere with each other in a 

relatively small area. It takes longer to process a truck payment. 

Normally, when a person enters or leaves an Interchange or plaza 

area, he is trying to do too many things: rolling up a window, 

accelerating the car, and vying for position, and if in an 

unfamiliar area, looking for a sign to point the right direction. 

Sometimes doing too many things can cause accidents. Some safety 

experts believe that a police presence in a plaza area just before 

or just after the toll could reduce accidents. While a police 

presence is recognized as a benefit to safety, it is not feasible to 

continuously station state troopers at toll plaza areas. (pVt. QOmm.} 
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Example: At 16W during professional football games at Giants 

Stadium, State Police have been positioned at tolls with flashing 

lights. This has a slowing effect on traffic, and keeps people in 

lines, and appears to be successful. The police presence at 16W 

serves a specific purpose. 

SIGNING 

Drivers may encounter great difficulty in using 

unfamiliar toll facilities. Once a travel ticket has been obtained 

on entering the toll system or after paying the toll upon exiting, 

an instant decision has to be made which may require a weave across 

several lanes to go North or South, depending on the destination. 

Signing and advance signing could improve the condition. The 

Turnpike signing has been generally good but there is always room 

for improvement. It may be necessary for the Turnpike Traffic 

Consultant to review Turnpike signing from the viewpoint that the 

motorist is in unfamiliar territory and is using the Turnpike for 

the first time. As a suggestion it may be beneficial to use 

directional signs above the plaza, mounted on the roof of the toll 

lanes. Most people look at the plaza as they approach it. Signs 

informing people to keep right for North and New York or keep left 

for a Southern point, would be an appropriate way of helping 

motorists. 

The Port Authority is also considering new signs for the 

George Washington Bridge as a result of accidents. When designing 

signs, engineers should consider them from the perspective of a 

motorist travelling through the area for the first time. Sign 
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difficulties can be equally frustrating for truckers making an 

initial trip in the area. (peJt. QOmm.) 

Signs are also needed to keep trucks off prohibited 

roadways such as the Garden State Parkway. More and more incidents 

of trucks illegally using areas of the Parkway are occurring. This 

is being caused to some degree by the present signing, or lack of 

it. Some truck drivers, particularly those unfamiliar with the 

area, see the signs too late. The signs are usually posted on the 

entrance ramps of the Parkway and by then it is too late for a 

driver to turn around. An abrupt stop or last minute maneuver may 

cause an accident. Instead the driver continues on the roadway and 

finally finds himself alone with passenger cars in a prohibited area 

on the Parkway. An effort should be made to have more advanced 

signing in the Northern section of Parkway, with the international 

symbol, warning that trucks are prohibited on the Parkway. Also 

after each interchange from Eatontown north, there could be signs 

before or after the toll plaza, warning that trucks are prohibited 

from this section of roadway. 

As was stated earlier, people get frustrated and 

aggravated with delays and toll processing. An experiment may be 

conducted to determine if special exact change lanes could be 

established on the Hudson River crossings or at the Turnpike to 

expedite the flow of traffic. This requires that anyone using the 

lane have the exact change in hand or a commutation ticket. The 

exact change would stop the collector from routing around and 

counting out money which delays processing. 
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Ramp signing for trucks at reduced speeds may be 

appropriate. The Federal Highway Administration has been unable to 

come up with a hard and fast rule to determine safe truck speeds on 

ramps. According to the American Trucking Association, however, a 

good general rule of thumb would be to teach truck drivers that they 

should take ramps at 10 m.p.h. less than the posted safe ramp speed. (3) 

The Authorities may want to consider truck signing in the future to 

be 10 m.p.h. less than the posted safe ramp speed for cars. In 

other words, if the posted ramp speed is 25 m.p.h., the posted sign 

for trucks would be 15 m.p.h. The proposed change in signing should 

be researched by the Federal Highway Administration before an 

authority or anyone else takes such action unilaterally. 
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UNIFORM ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES 

The NJICC agencies recognize the need for more uniformity 

in truck safety enforcement procedures. They also recognize the 

desirability of a cooperative, comprehensive truck safety program 

including a mechanism to share information on driver records, repeat 

violators, accident trends, and innovative enforcement activities. 

This cooperative approach includes a high end federal-state 

partnership which has been evolving recently. 

In recent years, the federal government has placed higher 

priority and emphasis on enforcement of safety among trucks. The 

federal government has "put its money where its mouth is" so to 

speak. Congress has given the Department of Transportation the 

responsibility for maintaining a high level of truck safety. As the 

volume of truck traffic grows, these responsibilities require an 

increasing effort to maintain highway safety. In its charge to the 

Department of Transportation, Congress has set the following goals: 

1. The US Department of Transportation, the Federal 

Highway Administration, and National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration establish and enforce truck 

safety standards including regulations governing 

design, manufacturing, maintenance and operation of 

trucks, and driver qualification and training. 

2. The Surface Transporation Act of 1982 established a 

federal-state partnership for truck safety which is 

carried out through the Motor Carrier Safety 

New Jersey ~'W~b uorary 
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Assistance Program (MCSAP). This five-year program 

authorized USDOT to provide $270 million to assist 

states in improving motor carrier safety 

enforcement. Under MCSAP, states that adopt and 

enforce the Federal Motor Carrier Hazardous 

Materials Transportation Regulations are reimbursed 

for part of the cost. Additionally, the programs 

promote the adoption of the National Uniform Safety 

Regulations, allowing the industry to avoid the 

expense of complying with multiple, diverse and 

sometimes inconsistent, standards. 

3. Since MCSAP began over 2000 state inspectors have 

been trained including 650 inspectors who have 

completed the courses in safe transportation of 

hazardous materials. In 1983 and 1984 combined 

there were only 450,000 roadside inspections. By 

the end of fiscal 1987, USDOR estimates that 4,000 

inspectors will have been trained and that there 

will have been about 2 million roadside inspections. 

4. The Secretary of Transportation has established a 

safety task force to review the Department's program 

to ensure that DOT is dealing effectively with its 

safety responsibilities. As part of that review the 

task force is examining truck safety and DOT is 

meeting with district groups to hear their views on 
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truck safety issues. 

5. The DOT Secretary plans to add 150 safety 

specialists to the Office of Motor Carrier Safety 

field staff by the end of 1987. This increase is 

part of a major shift in the Federal program 

emphasis to focus on its resources on high risk and 

problem motor carriers. An integrated computer 

system that incorporates the information from the 

MCSAP funded state road inspections and other data 

sources will target unsafe carriers for close 

monitoring, technical assistance and strong 

enforcemenet actions when necessary.(778) 

NEW JERSEY'S EXPERIENCE WITH MCSAP 

After two years of developing a MCSAP plan, New Jersey 

last July was accepted in the MCSAP program. What does this mean? 

Most importantly it means that MCSAP enforcement related activities 

could and should reduce the probability of a major incident 

occurring by truck transportation of hazardous material. This 

reduction will occur as a result of increased enforcement, increased 

awareness of potential dangers, education to the potential danger, 

and a forced emphasis on safety. Agencies involved in the MCSAP 

program are the off ices of Freight Services and Regulatory Affairs 

in the New Jersey Department of Transportation, and the New Jersey 

Division of State Police. A cooperating agency is the New Jersey 

Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Waste Management 

which will have the role of registering hazardous waste (54) 
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transporters. This unit will be responsible for enforcement of 

hazardous materials and hazardous waste regulations and off highway 

storage locations. This agency also issues permits for 

transportation of radioactive materials and approves routing as part 

of the permit application. Another cooperating agency will be the 

Port Authority, which has been conducting safety checks on 

commercial motor carriers at the entrances to its bridges and 

tunnels. The Division of Motor Vehicles will license drivers of 

articulated vehicles and register commercial motor vehicles. 

The total budget for the MCSAP program will be $2.834 

million, of which $1.242 million will be requested in federal funds. 

The remaining $1.591 million will be paid for by the State of New 

Jersey. State Police received one-shot funding of $1 million for 

enforcement of hazardous material laws. By way of contrast, 

enforcement expenditures amounted to $240,000 in 1980 and 1981. 

California places greater emphasis and priority on truck 

enforcement. Its commercial vehicle enforcement section has a 

budget of $24 million with 435 uniformed personnel and 139 civilian 

inspectors. In 1985, California conducted 280,000 inspections and 

placed 67,000 trucks out of service. The California Highway Patrol 

utilizes 114 officers in mobile equipped scale trucks for random 

inspection on highways as well as 13 large permanent sites for 

inspection. Additionally, the patrol has 39 platform scale 

locations throughout the state. MCSAP funding is being used for 

random inspections on California roads not normally covered by the 

highway patrol. At these locations, about 50 percent of the trucks 
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are being put out of service. Out of service rates are running 22 

percent at facilities and 42 percent at mobile locations.(pVt. comm.) 

California's experience is instructive. When a 

comprehensive inspection program is first initated, out of service 

numbers will be high. Once the program is established and the 

industry is aware of the consequences, that number will drop. 

Maintaining lower out of service numbers still requires continued 

vigilance. 

The New Jersey MCSAP program, which was underway in 1987, 

will mean 15 more state troopers to bring its strength to 58 in 

commercial vehicle enforcement and HAZMAT inspections. Prior to 

this, 24 people plus some sergeants were responsible for this 

commercial vehicle inspection program. The commercial vehicle 

inspection and the HAZMAT staff performed similar functions but are 

in fact two separate units. The HAZMAT troopers are basically going 

to be long term troopers assigned to the program indefinitely while 

CVI troopers are assigned for 3-year staggered terms. (54) 

are: 

MCSAP SHORT TERM GOALS FOR THE STATE 

The short term objectives of the New Jersey MCSAP program 

1. Complete adoption of the Federal Motor Carriers 

Safety Regulations applied to interstate travel. 

2. Increase the staffing for commercial vehicle 

inspection teams within the State Police. 
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3. Train new enforcement personnel assigned to 

commercial inspections in hazardous materials in 

Federal Motor Carriers Safety Regulations and 

Inspections. 

4. Conduct 40,000 roadside inspections of commercial 

vehicles per year. 

5. Conduct 100 terminal equipment checks per year. 

6. Train appropriate enforcement personnel on safety 

management audits with a new course of procedure 

when it becomes available from the federal 

government. 

7. Set up the SafetyNet database in New Jersey in 

cooperation with federal agencies. 

8. Recommend legislation or adoption of regulation 

needed to insure maximum effectiveness of the Motor 

Carrier Safety and Hazardous Material enforcement 

efforts. 

9. Participate in commercial vehicle safety alliance 

programs and activities. 

10. Update regulations to correspond with the latest 

published federal documents. 
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11. Analyze commercial vehicle accidents and inspection 

data for purposes of directing enforcement 

regulatory efforts. 

MCSAP MEDIUM TERM GOALS 

The medium term objectives are: 

A. Examine existing reporting procedures and modify as 

necessary to comply with the OMCS reporting 

requirements. 

B. Recommend legislation or adopt regulations needed to 

insure maximum effectiveness of motor carrier safety 

and hazardous material enforcement efforts. 

C. Create a coordinated management information system 

for all record keeping procedures of relevant 

agencies in the State of New Jersey to create a 

common database. 

D. Maintain and update SafetyNet systems. 

E. Monitor effectiveness of enforcement efforts and 

identify additional legislative or regulatory needs 

if any, also determine whether and how enforcement 

efforts are most needed and can be most effective. 
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MCSAP LONG TERM GOALS 

The long term objectives are: 

1. Improvement of the existing permanent inspection 

sites and waste stations, provide facilities for 

enforcement personnel and holding areas for vehicles 

placed out of service. 

2. Develop new sites and facilities as necessary. 

3. Legislative changes to regulations and promulgate 

new regulations as deemed necessary. 

4. Analyze data collected during enforcement efforts 

and make necessary adjustments in manpower 

procedures to ensure maximum effectiveness of the 

enforcement program. {54) 

EFFECTIVE ENFORCEMENT 

Highway safety experts working to reduce truck accidents 

know that they must focus on the vehicle, the driver, and the 

trucking company itself. Accordingly, the State plans to conduct 

40,000 truck inspections this year, 25 percent of which will be 

during evening or early morning hours. As of January 13, 1987, the 

State will be enforcing new driver out of service criteria (for 

inter-state as well as intrastate operations) to ensure that drivers 

do not exceed hours of service limits. 
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For example: 

1. Driving more than ten hours following eight 

consecutive hours off duty: "a driver could be 

placed out of service for eight consecutive hours 

until such time as eligibility to drive is re

established." 

2. Driving for any period after having been on duty 15 

hours following eight consecutive hours off duty: 

"to be placed out of service for eight consecutive 

hours or until such time as eligibility to drive is 

re-est ab 1 is he d • " 

3. Driving after having been on duty more than 60 or 70 

hours (combined driving and on duty time) in 7 or 8 

consecutive days: "to be placed out of service 

until on duty time over eight consecutive days 

totals less than 70 hours (time to release from out 

of service starts 12:01 am of the following day of 

each succeeding 24-hour period until hours are 

available). 

4. No record of duty status in possession when one is 

required: "to be placed out of service for eight 

consecutive hours". 

5. A record of duty status not in conformance with 

Title 49 Part 395-13(Db): "to be placed out of 

service for eight consecutive hours." 
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The troopers also will be enforcing a new vehicle out of 

service criterion for braking systems. These will include 

readjustment of brake limits adjustment balance, brake hose, brake 

tubing, low pressure warning devices, air loss rate, air check 

valves and air compressors. All these have never been enforced 

before on interstate trucks. Moreover under the new regulations 

troopers will be checking coupling devices as well as steering 

mechanism, suspension and wheels and rims. The Federal criteria 

should also cover intra-state trucks to accomplish uniformity of 

standards. This will require state legislation or regulation to 

cover iatra-state trucks. 

THE NEED FOR MORE INSPECTIONS 

The Port Authority, in 1985, conducted 9,000 safety 

inspections at the Lincoln Tunnel, 8,500 at the Holland, 407 at the 

George Washington Bridge, and 1,861 on the Staten Island Crossings. 

The Port Authority has six men assigned to truck weigh teams. No 

CVI checks as prescribed by MCSAP, are made on the trans-Hudson 

crossings. The Port Authority concentrates its inspections on 

documents and glaring equipment defects. (pVt. QOmm.) 

Lack of adequate facilities is a difficulty facing the 

Port Authority in carrying out truck inspections. Most of the 

entrances to the tunnels and bridges are cramped wihtout available 

space for inspections. The inspections site should be a safe area 

for the officers to work. The Port Authority could find adequate 

sites in the vicinity of its trans-Hudson Crossings. 
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Troop D, State Police on the New Jersey Turnpike 

conducted 725 vehicle inspections in 1985, resulting in 352 of these 

vehicles being placed out of service. As of August 31, 1986 a total 

of 338 commercial vehicles were inspected, resulting in 157 of these 

vehicles being placed out of service. Two troopers are assigned to 

commercial vehicle inspections on the Turnpike, which handles about 

26 million trucks a year. 

A safety expert contended that accidents will decrease 

when enforcement reaches a level in proportion to the volume of 

trucks on the roadway. The term random inspection is misleading 

because inspections are selective rather than random. In other 

words, a trooper picks a truck for inspection based on obvious and 

glaring defects, resulting in a disproportionately high number of 

trucks being ticketed. 

Table 5 is attached showing the number of truck 

inspections performed by the State Police during the last four 

years. After declining to a low of 16,360 in 1982, the number of 

inspections had nearly doubled to 31,516 by 1985. It appears that 

the independent agencies could broaden the number of inspections and 

examinations. 

There appears to be a serious need for a permanent truck 

inspection station within the urban, densely populated metropolitan 

area. It is entirely conceivable that once a truck enters New 

Jersey on the Turnpike, it can travel the entire length or take the 

Bayonne extension to New York City with the high probability of not 

being inspected. Most of the Turnpike inspections are done at 
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STATISTICAL SUftftARY 

ROADSIDE TRUCK SAFETY INSPECTIONS 

St•t• of Nt1 Jersty 

1981 1982 1983 1984 !.m 

Co11trci1l Ythicl11 Stopp1d 22,550 16,360 18,294 28, 104 31,516 

Ca11erci1I Vthicles Chtck1• 19,506 12,648 15,617 22,730 26,425 

Mo. of Out-of·Strvict Yiol1tion1 5,940 3,978 ~,690 10,439 9,294 

Other Yi ol 1ti ons 74,572 50,923 72,475 129,930 138,971 

Y1hicl1s Pl1c1d Out-~·Strvict 4,089 2,767 3,642 6,290 6,884 

TER"INAL INSPECTIONS 

Ter1in1l S1f1ty Insptetions 0 0 0 Jl 3 

Records Checktd 0 0 0 326 l6 

Yial1tion1 Out-o4-Strvict 0 0 0 108 16 

Other Yi al it i on1 0 0 0 522 47 

ROADSIDE BUS SAFETY INSPECTIONS 

1991 1982 1983 1984 1985 

No. of Ro1d Chtet1 124 275 . 285 146 365 

No. of Vthiclts Chtetl4 1,797 2,486 3, 100 1, 518 4,380 

Na. of R1j1ction1 1, 396 2,448 2,980 t, 497 4' 183 

Accident Inv1stig1tion1 Conducted 370 361 387 3S2 478 

Courtesy NJ State Police -36A-





interchanges. Inspections could be performed at service locations 

or other designated areas along the Turnpike. Perhaps, the 

independent authorities could explore the possibilities of using 

MCSAP funding for truck enforcement even though the autonomous 

authorities are reluctant to accept federal funds. However, these 

funds may be used by the police agencies. 

The State, in cooperation with the authorities, could 

seek a permanent inspection facility for trucks in the vicinity of 

the George Washington Bridge. Possible locations could include 

Route 80 in the Hackensack Meadowlands or the vacant snack bar on 

the Bayonne extension of the New Jersey Turnpike. Other suitable 

sites could be identified on the Turnpike as well as at trans-Hudson 

crossings. Inspections are of increasing importance in finding and 

eliminating unsafe vehicles from the roadway. 

Once word goes forth that the State is ridding its roads 

of unsafe vehicles, the drivers and the owner operators, as well as 

some fleets, will take a more positive approach of increasing the 

maintainance of their equipment. Unsafe vehicles travelling our 

roads is not a new happening but the public is starting to clamor 

about truck accidents. Inspections at night and on weekends are 

needed. Most of the outlaws know when the troopers and other law 

enforcement people are out inspecting trucks. Word goes forth the 

minute a scale or an inspection team sets up work. Nevertheless, it 

is important to put out the checks to assure that everybody is 

complying with the law. Excessive speed and other moving 

violations, such as tailgating, are factors in truck accidents. 
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Based on observations, trucks tailgate too frequently and try to 

intimidate car drivers. Cars and trucks travelling at the same 

speed cause panic stopping problems for trucks, due to the truck's 

longer stopping distance. St~ady and concentrated enforcement 

eliminates speeding, tailgating and other moving violations. Lower 

speeds for trucks on bridges and in tunnels may be required. Car

truck segregation is ideal but it is not pragmatic in urban areas. 

LIMITED MAN POWER AND CVSA 

Man power and resources are limited. A way to maximize 

efforts is for the states to join the Commercial Vehicle Safety 

Alliance (CVSA). This is an organization that was started by a 

handful of western states a few years ago to achieve uniform 

standards and maximum resources. In a short period of time this 

organization has mushroomed from 5 or 6 western states to 36 states 

and 6 provinces in Canada. New Jersey joined the national 

organization last October. CVSA is recognized by the government as 

an important organization to bring about national uniformity in 

standards and help achieve a minimum national uniform policy for 

truck safety. In its memorandum of understanding, the CVSA states 

its purpose is "to maximize the utilization of commercial vehicle, 

driver and cargo inspection resources; to avoid duplication of 

effort; to expand the number of inspections performed on a regional 

basis; to encourage more uniform inspection criteria; and to 

minimize delays in schedules incurred by industry inherent to this 

type of enforcement activity; to advance uniformity in inspections 

of commercial vehicles and their operators, the CVSA potential 
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members agree to adopt the minimum CVSA inspection criteria and to 

consider as violation and require corrections of condition as 

disclosed by CVSA inspection items. 

The success of the CVSA program depends on the acceptance 

of its inspection decal program. Inspections are made under the 

terms as outlined by CVSA. Decals when affixed shall remain valid 

for a period not to exceed three consecutive months. In general, 

trucks displaying a valid decal will not be subject to reinspection. 

However, the CVSA agreement does not prevent reinspection of 

vehicles with valid inspection decals. Each vehicle, whether used 

singly or in combination, must pass inspection to qualify for a 

decal. The term ''pass inspection" means that no violations of CVSA 

policies and procedures have been disclosed in the inspection and a 

CVSA decal is affixed. 

CVSA maintains and updates federal regulations and other 

changes among the states and also recommends and suggests programs 

to the federal government. It is suggested that the independent 

authorities join the CVSA. CVSA development should be encouraged as 

it is the basis of a national inspection program with uniform 

minimum standards. (76) 
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TURNPIKE ENFORCEMENT 

Last September, the Turnpike in cooperation with the 

I 
State Police began an enforcement program designed to improve 

driving habits o'f commercial vehicle operators on the Turnpike. The 

Turnpike analysis of motor vehicle accidents in the past seven 

months identifiedla trend showing "an alarming rate" of involvement 

by commercial vehicles. Specifically, the rate of accident 

involvement is not commensurate with the rate at which commercial 

vehicles are integrated in the traffic flow. This gap represents 

the area that give rise to concern among those interested in the 

safety of Turnpike patrons. Truck accidents have increased 23.S 

percent from January - July of 1986 over the same period in 1985. (pVt. comm} 

The State Police have initiated a program of selective 

assignment of patrols in those areas identified as high accident 

locations. Other criteria that are being considered for assignment 

include: time of day, day of week, when the highest percentage of 

accidents are occurring and those causes of factors identified 

through accident report analysis that occur with the greatest 

frequency. Specific violations include excessive speed, following 

too closely, unsafe lane changes, and inattentive driving. In 

addition to the normal operational patrols on the highway on a 

rotating shift basis, Commercial Accident Reduction Teams (CART) are 

being utilized to the fullest extent possible under the new program. 

The CART patrols operate in marked and unmarked vehicles and employ 

selective enforcement techniques to pinpoint violators among the 

commercial vehicle operators and take appropriate enforcement 
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action. All vehicles are equipped with mobile radar units and 

troopers will strictly enforce the 55 m.p.h. speed limit. Another 

facet of the program is the use of State Police weigh teams. These 

troopers will be on the alert for those trucks exceeding the legal 

weight limits and thereby causing hazardous conditions to exist in 

relation to other vehicles with which they share the road. As an 

adjunct to the selective enforcement task force, troopers 

supplemented by regular station personnel are conducting frequent 

commercial vehicle equipment checks in service areas and toll plazas 

to increase voluntary compliance with self inspection programs and 

also to apprehend and remove from the roadway those vehicles deemded 

hazardous by the inspecting trooper. (59) 

A review of the CART program on the Turnpike shows an 

increase in the number of summonses without any decrease in the 

accident rate. The number of summonses for trucks in a five-month 

comparable period of pre-CART and CART show an increase from 11,138 

to 12,944, or a 16.2 percent. Truck accidents for the same period 

went from 608 to 749, or a 23.1 percent increase. The review also 

showed that the increase of summonses in specially targeted areas 

caused a decrease in accidents in the areas covered by the extra 

patrol. However, the program was terminated due to staffing 

problems which resulted in an overall increase in truck accidents. 

Truck enforcement efforts on the Turnpike need more staff to be 

effective. The Turnpike recognizes it and has tried to do something 

about it. CART, which is carried out on State Police "power days" 

when more troopers are scheduled, is something that happens three 

days in a trooper work week. Other priorities take precedence over 
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truck enforcement. State police have been averaging about two days 

a week on truck enforcement. Prior to the CART, the State Police's 

CVI activities on the Turnpike amounted to two checks a month at 

each of its three stations. (pe.Jt. c.omm.) 

INCREASED ENFORCEMENT STAFF 

Staffing levels have basically stayed the same for the 

last 15 years even though demands have increased dramatically. In 

1970, Turnpike State Police had a total complement of 170 men, 

including 130 troopers. Traffic volume in 1970 was 89.S million 

vehicle miles (see Turnpike Chart II). In 1985, the Troop D 

complement was the same but the traffic volume rose 86 percent and 

now is 177 million vehicle miles. The troopers are required to take 

more seminars, pistol practice and other job related programs, than 

ever before. The Turnpike has requested 40 more troopers to improve 

the enforcement level, but it is doubtful that State Police can 

provide that many at once. The Turnpike as well as the Highway 

Authority are negotiating with State Police to increase troop 

levels. Increased manpower is the first step, but it is still going 

to take time for a new trooper to develop his skills and knowledge, 

particularly on the toll roads. The Turnpike and Parkway may need 

more CVI and weigh teams as well as regular patrols. 

Staffing problems are also in evidence at the Port 

Authority crossings. The Port Authority has a total of 34 officers 

qualified and trained to do hazardous material inspections. There 

are ten inspectors at the Lincoln Tunnel, eight at the George 

Washington Bridge, eleven at the Holland Tunnel, and five at the 
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Staten Island Crossings. HAZMAT inspections in 1985 amounted to 

37,000 at the Lincoln Tunnel; 26,429 at the Holland Tunnel; 20,288 

at the George Washington Bridge; and 15,026 at the Staten Island 
( pvi. c.omm. ) 

Crossings. I Qualified and trained weight details amounted to 18 for 

all trans-Hudson crossings. There are six at the Lincoln, five at 

the George Washington Bridge, four at the Holland, and three at the 

Staten Island. Truck ~eighing is done five days a week at the 

Holland Tunnel and two days a week at the Lincoln. It is done in a 

"piece meal" fashion without any consistency at the George 

Washington Bridge and Staten Island Crossings. In fact, the George 

Washington Bridge accounted for .02 percent of the total truck 

weighs at all trans-Hudson crossings even though it has the heaviest 

truck volume. Truck weighing and enforcement could be improved at 

the George Washington Bridge and Staten Island Crossings. To 

improve enforcement, the Port Authority could add additional staff 

to handle inspections and weighing or it could utilize the task 

force concept and rotate it at the various crossings. 

ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES 

A routine practice on toll road facilities is to charge 

the driver in an accident or his insurance company for damages. 

This usually includes cost for clean-up, maintenance personnel, and 

material plus the time and effort to replace guard rail, light 

poles, etc. The principle has been in effect for many years at the 

New Jersey Highway Authority and New Jersey Turnpike Authority. 

Then a new procedure was established by the Highway Authority as a 

result of a Conrail derailment on October 13, 1980. The Conrail 
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work train loaded with stone and gravel derailed and jack-knifed 

from a bridge onto the Parkway in East Orange. The accident 

effectively shut the parkway for 17 hours in the northern area. The 

Highway Authority filed suit against Conrail and it marked the first 

time that the Authority ever charged for toll loss, wages, and 

salaries for administration, collectors and police. There were also 

charges for meal allowances and equipment for personnel. The 

Turnpike has been using a similar policy since 1982 in suing for 

damages that include loss of toll revenue and extraordinary labor 

and police costs. At present the Turnpike has two suits pending 

where they are seeking "substantial amounts" in salaries and lost 

revenue. One is a two-day closure in Carteret and the other is a 

one-day closure of portions of the northern roadway at the start of 

the Labor Day weekend as a result of an accident. The Turnpike 

charges salaries of union personnel but not that of management. Its 

operations department usually estimates the total losses. It may be 

reasonable for other authorities to adopt similar policies. 

California has used similar policies to recoup revenue and 

extraordinary expenses in accidents in that state. 

DEVELOPING A REGIONAL APPROACH 

Communications and record keeping are paramount in 

enforcement activities for trucks, drivers, companies and 

independent owner-operators. The electronic age has provided the 

capabilities of collecting and storing and analyzing data, while at 

the same time providing rapid access to it. New Jersey State Police 

are expected to be on line shortly with "SafetyNet", a national 
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database designed to gather truck inspection and accident 

statistics. State Police hope to be hooked into the Federal system 

by June, 1987. SafetyNet is a database managment system designed to 

support the Federal Highway Administration's motor carrier safety 

assistance program (MCSAP). The SafetyNet inspection system -- the 

first of several automated components -- will allow state and 

federal participants in MCSAP to manage data collected during safety 

inspections of interstate and intrastate commercial vehicles. It 

will function as the premier communication system among agencies. 

This system will allow the State Police and NJICC members to share 

information, to monitor trends, to identify problem drivers and 

repeat violators, and to coordinate their inspection and enforcement 

programs. 

SafetyNet's modular construction using micro computers 

allows the system to be configured in any of several modes: as a 

stand alone unit, in a micro network, or linked to a State 

mainframe. The collection of driver inspection data in a 

standardized format supports the creation of a national inspection 

database. The information gathered from SafetyNet will enable 

states to establish program priorities and to analyze motor carrier 

trends. 

There are still things to be done before SafetyNet 

reaches its full potential. The top priority will be for the State 

to tap the federal database, and the next piece to go on line will 

give the states retrieval capabilities. Future SafetyNet 

enhancements include capturing data from accidents and safety 
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management audits. This will enable police to better direct their 

resources in the enforcement area. It is imperative that the State 

Police coordinate their activities using the SafetyNet software 

database with the Port Authority and Turnpike Authority and other 

independent agencies. This coordination should be done so that all 

information about truck inspection statistics and accidents are 

being gathered in one place. In fact, the independent agencies' 

police should have direct access to SafetyNet. The components of a 

standard SafetyNet inspection system include the IBM PC-18 micro 

computer, a printer, Modem, phone set, and Iomega cartridge disc 

sub-system. The Iomega sub-system allows three months of inspection 

data to be stored on a single cartridge. The federal government's 

attempt at SafetyNet culminates a 3-year project to develop an 

automated inspection system which addresses federal and state 

informational needs. (pVt. QOmm.) 

The Port Authority has been experimenting with its own 

computer system at the Holland Tunnel. The computer program is a 

modem type and it enables the operator to look up trucks by 

telephone line. It gives ready access to the field of violations or 

past violations. The Port Authority is planning to use its computer 

program at other trans-Hudson crossings. The agency has been 

gathering and collecting information on trucks for some time. 

Again, this information should be shared with the New Jersey State 

Police. The State Police should explore with the Port Authority a 

means of providing access to its computer in Trenton. The Port 

Authority should consider providing access to its truck enforcement 

computer and its database. The pooling of information will be vital 
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to the overall success of truck information databases. The New 

Jersey State Police should take the lead in establishing on-going 

communications among all agencies including specific terminal hook

ups for police at independent agencies. 

NEW DRIVER REGISTRY 

Other efforts are being done by the federal government 

too. The new improved electronic National Drivers Registry (NDR) 

moved closer to reality last summer when Transportation Secretary 

Dole named four states to participate in a pilot program to test the 

new system. The program, which is scheduled to begin in August 

1987, will involve the states of North Dakota, Ohio, Virginia, and 

Washington. The upgraded NDR, which was mandated by Congress, will 

reduce the time required for states to exchange information on 

problem drivers. The NDR has received broad based support from 

safety advocates. However, the program has come under increasing 

criticism due to the extensive start-up delays. The electronic 

system eventually is intended to provide states with instant 

information on drivers records. The actual records would remain 

with the participating state agencies under the new system while NDR 

would expedite inquiries among the states. (pe.Jt. comm.) 

THE NEVADA SYSTEM 

In place since 1960, the current NDR contains information 

provided voluntarily by state agencies on drivers whose licenses 

have been suspended or revoked. However, most states communicate 

with the register by mail, leading to delays of a week or more 
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before information on a problem driver is received. The electronic 

version would enable states to request driver record information 

from another state in less than ten seconds. If there is a record, 

the telecommunications system would deliver it in a matter of 

minutes. Congress will await a report from the federal group before 

extending it to other states. Nevada already h&s a multiple drivers 

license inquiry capability in place. This system was developed to 

address driver problems when dealing with commercial vehicle safety. 

The objective was to get immediate and continuous information 

concerning the drivers license status (that is, is the drivers 

license.valid, suspended, revoked, expired or does the driver have 

multiple licenses from different states?). The new system was 

designed for drivers licenses verification within Nevada. 

From July 16, 1985 to June 26, 1986 the mobile dispatch 

center had the following results: 1,581 total driver checks, and 

161 had status problems. Of the 161, 98 or 60 percent were 

suspended or revoked; 57 or 35 percent held multiple license and 5 

percent were expired. The federal government also is using as its 

database the Inlet system. (S~ate 06 Nevada p..llo~ pnojec;t fion Ivite,t Sy~~em) 
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SECTION II 

PROCEDURES 





DRIVER RELATED ACCIDENTS 

A recent study completed by Mandex Inc. entitled 

"Identification of Preventable Accidents and Their Causes", 

concluded that the truck driver is responsible for 90 percent of all 

preventable truck accidents. The study determined that 68 percent 

of all truck accidents are preventable. This study makes the 

assumption that truck drivers are professionals and they should be 

able to compensate for unexpected complications resulting from 

vehicle failure, erratic behavior of other drivers, roadway 

problems, or bad weather. While this assumption is logical, it 

assumes that drivers are properly trained, properly supervised, and 

do not make mistakes. However, it is clear that this assumption is 

not always accurate. Accordingly, government and the trucking 

industry must cooperate to ensure that drivers are professionals and 

that unprofessional drivers are kept off the road. 

Many drivers have multiple licenses, and when stopped in 

one state present another state's drivers license so that they do 

not lose their license in that particular state. The multiple 

license helps spread violations over many states. According to a 

National Transportation Safety Board investigation of crashed

involved drivers of large trucks, 44 held 63 licenses, had 98 

suspensions, were involved in 104 previous crashes, and had 456 

traffic convictions. Additionally, only 15 percent of accident 

involved truck drivers have had any formal commercial driving 

education. Driver training comes on the job and it isn't 

suprprising that drivers of big trucks with less than a year 





experience are proportionally more involved in crashes compared to 

drivers with more experience. Part of the cause of the increasing 

accident rate is probably due to the use of many more less

experienced drivers. Driver fatigue also compounds the problem of 

unqualified drivers. Federal regulations restrict interstate truck 

driving to no more than ten hours following 8 consecutive hours off 

duty. It doesn't apply to intra-state drivers. Driver log books 

are supposed to ensure compliance. But in practice, the 10 hour 

driving limitation is ignored. It is too easy for truckers to 

falsify their log books or carry multiple ones. Some drivers are 

paid by the mile instead of by the hour -- another encouragement for 

them to drive too long and too fast. (30) 

NATIONAL DRIVERS' LICENSE 

The states will be getting a powerful new enforcement 

tool when the national truck drivers license takes effect on July 1, 

1987. At that time only one license will be allowed to a driver; 

violation results in a $2,500 fine. Also, effective July 1, 1987 

anyone convicted of a violation of state law shall notify the 

appropriate home state official and employer within 30 days. One 

must notify the employer if his license has been suspended or 

revoked or cancelled in any state. No employer shall knowingly 

allow, permit, or authorize an employee to operate a commercial 

motor vehicle in the U.S. if his license has been suspended, revoked 

or cancelled. Fines and jail terms are among the penalties for 

violations. 
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Effective on July 15, 1988, the DOT Secretary shall issue 

regulations to establish minimum federal standards for testing and 

ensuring fitness of persons who operate commercial motor vehicles. 

The requirements shall include written and driving tests and the 

vehicle must be representative of one that the operator will use. 

The DOT Secretary may establish different minimum standards for 

different classes of commercial vehicles. Also, any person shall be 

tested as to his/her knowledge of the regulations for safe operation 

of any safety system on the vehicles. Hazardous materials vehicle 

drivers will require additional testing on knowledge about 

regulations and handling of hazardous materials. The drivers will 

be issued a fitness certificate to operate a commercial motor 

vehicle and the driver must carry that certificate when operating 

the commercial vehicle. It must be a tamper proof license that 

contains the name and address and physical description of the person 

and the social security number or another number that the Secretary 

of the DOT determines to be appropriate. Also it would contain the 

class or type of the vehicle being operated by the driver and the 

name and the state of license and the date when the license expires. 

Then no later than January 1, 1989 the DOT Secretary shall have 

established a clearing house or depository for driver information. 

The national drivers license establishes firm penalties 

for violations. Federal disqualification for the period of not less 

than one year will be established for drunken driving, leaving the 

scene of an accident, or commission of a felony with a commercial 

vehicle on first offense. Second offense would mean 

disqualification for life. Anyone convicted of a felony in 
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transporting hazardous materials shall be disqualified for three 

years. The Secretary has power to issue guidelines and conditions 

for life disqualification which may be reduced to 10 years. The 

special section of the law enables the DOT Secretary to disqualify a 

commercial operator for life in transporting hazardous material in 

violation of the law. Serious traffic violations are also covered 

in this act. Disqualification for a period of not less than 60 days 

for each person in a three year period who commits two serious 

traffic violations. Once a driver is convicted of a third 

violation, in a three year period, he shall be disqualified for not 

less than 120 days. The bill also provides for study by the 

National Academy of Science to determine the appropriateness of 

reducing the blood alcohol level from 0.10 to 0.04 percent. The 

Secretary of DOT will formulate and determine what is a serious 

traffic violation such as speeding, careless driving, tailgating 

etc. The Secretary will also determine the speed limit for which a 

violation will take effect, i.e. whether it will be one mile over or 

ten miles over. 

NEW JERSEY TRUCK LICENSE PROCEDURES 

Once National Driving Standards are fully implemeted, it 

will give the states a way of dealing with the multiple drivers 

license and hopefully remove bad drivers which should enhance 

safety. In the meantime, there is still much that can be done in 

New Jersey. 

New Jersey should immediately implement the national 

drivers standards in the State. At present, New Jersey does not 
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have any commercial vehicle license. New Jersey presently has four 

licence categories. They are the basic drivers license, the bus 

license, the articulated license, and the motorcycle license. The 

only age difference among the licenses is that a bus driver has to 

be 18 years of age. In all other cases, the driver has to be 17 

years of age. The State conducts a screening test involving vision. 

Vision has to be 20/50 with or without glasses for basic, 

articulated and cycle license, and 20/40 with or without glasses for 

bus drivers. The State also gives a written test and asks questions 
(53) 

about health./ The articulated drivers license is for a person who 

has a vehicle over 18,000 lbs. gross weight and is joined by a 

coupling device with a drawn vehicle (trailer). In order to get an 

articulated license you must be in possession of a basic drivers 

license. Your license to operate an articulated vehicle is 
( 57 J 

designated by a code or endorsement on the basic license. I If you 

have any restrictions on your drivers license such as wearing 

glasses while driving, that is also designated on your basic license 

by the appropriate codes. The articulated license does not 

necessarily mean a driver is qualified to handle an 18 wheeler. The 

driver may arrive with a small vehicle that has a trailer in tow, 

pass his articulated test and get the license which will enable him 

to drive any type of articulated vehicle, including the 18 wheeler. 

Additionally, any licensed driver can operate a solid waste or 

contractors vehicle without any special test or endorsement on his 

license. Drivers should be given tests and approved to handle any 

vehicle over 10,000 pounds. New Jersey should enact a commercial 

license for intra-state drivers for vehicles over 10,000 lbs, with 
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uniform standards for buses or trucks plus training and testing to 

determine qualifications. 

ALCOHOL ABUSE 

New Jersey may want to enact legislation to prohibit a 

truck driver from driving with any alcohol content in his blood. 

Drinking should not be tolerated on the job. Driving a truck is a 

dangerous occupation as it is. Temporary suspension from driving a 

truck seems to be a reasonable penalty, even for one drink. The ban 

is being proposed as the federal government studies the 

appropriateness of lowering the alcohol percent from 0.10 percent to 

0.04 percent for truck drivers. Recently, the New Jersey Senate 

passed a bill prohibiting a driver from operating a truck if his 

blood alcohol content exceeds 0.04 percent. This bill is currently 

awaiting action in the Assembly. 

SEAT BELT ENFORCEMENT 

Attitude is an important and effective tool for safety, 

and there appears to be a need to enforce seat belt requirements and 

restraints for trucks. From observations, it appears that too many 

truckers are ignoring this requirement. Seat belt enforcement could 

be the initial step in a campaign to emphasize safety among drivers. 
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Buckling up should serve to remind drivers to be aware of safety and 

courtesy on the road. The federal government requires that a truck 

with a seat belt assembly "shall not be driven unless the driver has 

properly restrained himself." 

KEEPING TRACK OF THE DRIVER 

Recently, the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety 

called for all trucks to be equipped with automatic on-board 

recording devices, contending that hours of service regulations are 

widely abused by truck drivers, and these abuses result in crashesJ30} 

A study prepared for the American Automobile Association (AAA) 

reported that 41 percent of heavy truck crashes involved fatigued 

drivers, and an estimated 1 out of every 3 drivers on the road drive 

beyond the 10-hour per day federal limitJ(
2
dome experts believe that 

fatal and serious injury crashes can be reduced on roads with the 

use of automatic recording devices, such as tachographs or 

electronic systems. These systems which mechanically or 

electronically record and monitor driver and equipment performance 

can reduce the chances of falsified, erroneous and inaccurate 

records as well as the burden of record keeping. The equipment 

recording devices obtain the following information: 

1) Distance travelled by the vehicle 

2) Speed of the vehicle 

3) Driving time 

4) Other periods of work or tendencies at work by the crew 

and member or members 

S) Break from work and daily rest periods 
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6) Opening the case containing the record sheet 

Tachographs, a recording device, have been required and 

used with success in Europe. They have been used for over 20 years 

by some hazardous material fleets, including most of the gasoline 

carriers in this country. 

Major American carriers of hazardous waste materials, 

such as Shell, Exxon, Texaco, Mobil, and Dupont have been using 

tachographs for two decades. The fleets have routinely used the 

device for long haul and local delivery. They have found that the 

devices increase efficiency, reduce speeding, and are valuable for 

accident reconstruction. Some of these companies also require that 

independent operators who haul materials under contract have 

tachograph equipped vehicles. In addition to their other benefits, 

companies have found that these records are valuable for billing 

purposes. 

Computerized on-board record keeping devices also have 

become available in the last few years. The Bureau of Motor Carrier 

Safety recognized the potential benefits of these systems when they 

granted an exemption from the log keeping requirements for hours of 

service to Frito-Lay Corporation that installed use of Cadak 300 on 

board systems. Frito-Lay expected to have 700 log keeping computers 

in use by the end of last year. Reportedly most drivers are 

enthusiastic about their new found freedom from paperwork.(30} 

The use of on-board recording systems, referred to as 

"rat boxes" by some truckers, will reduce and in many cases 
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eliminate the hours of services abuses that contribute to fatigue

related crashes that are now so prevalent. More over these systems 

will reduce the paperwork requirement of individual drivers, reduce 

speeding, and result in an increase in productivity. It is 

suggested that member agencies go on record supporting tachographs 

and other on-board recording equipment by passing such a resolution 

and sending it to Washington. 

WEIGH-IN-MOTION 

New Jersey State Police has a force of 50 men on its 

weigh teams. They are assigned to eight permanent and portable 

locations in the state. State Police are in the process of buying 

22 sets of portable scales at an estimated cost of $400,000. These 

will augment scales already on hand and being used around the State 

by police. The new scales will be the state-of-the-art devices. 

Stationary weight teams are at I-287, Piscataway; I-295, Salem 

County; I-78, Warren County; 1-80, Morris County; Route 22, Somerset 

County; Route 206, Bordentown; and Route 17, Mahwah. Other 

facilities are planned at a cost of 2.5 million dollars per unit. 

They are at I-95 in Mercer County, I-78 in Somerset County, and a 

replacement for I-295 in Salem County. State Police and DOT 

officials are encountering opposition to construction of new weigh 

stations. As a result, State Police are considering using weigh-in

motion devices, which are the latest state-of-the-art and can detect 

speeding and overweight trucks. (pe.Jt. QOmm.) 

Weigh-in-motion has been successfully used by police in 

other states. It takes about a half hour to place a weighing device 
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in the highway. Once there, the trucks are slowed to a speed of 35 

m.p.h. and are "screened" and "weighed" as they travel over the 

device. Those trucks that appear overweight are then pulled to the 

side of the road and weighed on a portable scale. Weigh in motion 

appears to be a sound approach for use by authorities and their 

enforcement people. The scales cost about $40,000 per unit. 

CHANGES IN TRUCK SIZE 

The 1982 Federal Law set "new maximum weight limits of at 

least 80,000 pounds for trucks and an increase in their width from 

96 to 102 inches for use on interstate and primary routes in the 

United States". Twin trailer combinations, typically about 65 feet 

long, were permitted to use interstate and designated routes in the 

states. There have been no fatalities in NJ resulting from an 

accident involving a twin trailer. Nevertheless, large trucks are a 

concern in that the large difference in mass between a truck and a 

car results in a higher level of auto driver/passenger fatalities in 

car/truck accidents. 

USE OF PERSONNEL RESOURCES 

Reduction of overtime could be a factor that should be 

considered by State Police and the Port Authority. The Port 

Authority like any other management would probably like to have 

control over overtime, which is still the most inexpensive and 

appropriate method of handling short term increases in work load. 

The Port Authority is not alone in its concern for overtime. The 

State of New Jersey could be paying an estimated $2.S million per 
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year in overtime as a result of an arbitrators decision. That 

decision awarding troopers time and a half for overtime after 40 

hours is being appealed by the State. Previously, troopers were 

paid one and a half times overtime after they accumulated 171 hours 

in a 28-day schedule, which had build in an 11 hour cushion. A 

concept that could receive consideration is privatization - the use 

of private security forces to do truck weighs and inspections on a 

contract basis. This would require some police supervision over the 

inspecting force for issuing summonses. All other functions could 

be handled by the private contracting group. In this way, police 

could be free to do other law enforcement functions. 

The Port Authority might be able to use trained and 

qualified FOAs to do the inspecting and weighing, providing a 

suitable agreement could be worked out with the unions. This 

concept would require police supervision. California uses qualified 

civilian personnel for truck enforcement. They are trained and 

qualified inspectors who have mechanical knowledge, background and 

experience and complete a two-week training course. The civilian 

personnel are better able to perform the inspections because of 

their mechanical aptitude. The program also is considered to be 

cost eficient. A uniformed member of the California patrol makes 

$34,000 a year, while the civilian inspector is paid $27,000 

annually. A uniformed trooper is still needed to work with the 

civilians for the issuance of summonses. (pVt. QOmm.) 
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SPEED ISSUES 

New Jersey motorists do not need statistical wizards to 

tell them many truck drivers are among those who flaunt speed laws. 

A short drive on any toll facility or interstate highway will give 

ample evidence. The SS-mile speed limit law is under increasing 

attack in Congress. The Reagan Administration wants to raise the 

speed limit beyond SS mph. However, New Jersey Congressman James 

Howard (D-3rd District) is fighting to preserve the limit. Howard 

narrowly won retention of the SS-mile limit last fall in the last 

House showdown. 

In a story involving the speed limit, the Sunday Star

Ledger of November 9, 1986 reported that more than half of all 

drivers in the State are routinely ignoring the law. Despite 

aggressive safety programs, and unilateral political and 

professional endorsements of the SS-mile limit, New Jerseyans are 

driving faster than they have in years and dying for it. 

"There is no question that speeding is on its way back 

up" said State Police superintendent Clinton Pagano. "It is true 

for the cars and it is true for the trucks which are larger, 

carrying bigger loads, and going faster. Clearly, speed is directly 

related to fatalities and it can be a terror situation for the 

motorist." Pagano echoed merely a universal belief among traffic 

experts that allowing speed limits of 6S mph really means drivers 

will go at least 7S mph. Pagano noted studies by the National 

Safety Council, which show that the probability of fatal accidents 

doubles between SS and 65. When evaluating the roles of the vehicle 
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roadway and driver in the major accidents, the driver was 

responsible in 72 percent of all highway fatalities. "We have made 

the highway safe at 70 miles an hour" said Pagano referring to the 

new interstates "but the lord made people who are only safe at SS 

miles an hour." Governor Thomas Kean favors retention of the SS 

mile speed limit for New Jersey. 

While efforts to raise the speed limit died in the 99th 

Congress the issue surfaced again in the lOOth Congress. The 

Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation and Assistance Act of 

1987, enacted on April 2, 1987, permits states to raise the speed 

limit on Interstate routes outside urbanized areas to 6S m.p.h. 

Some fleet owners are already gearing up trucks for 62-6S 

mph and considering tolerance for the governor that could allow 73 

mph under certain conditions. (3) 

There is a growing need for speed enforcement and with 

limited manpower a resouceful way to achieve speed enforcement would 

be a decoy program involving at least four marked cars and two 

troopers. This would appear to warrant trial demonstration. The 

cars could be spaced at two mile intervals on the Turnpike or 

Parkway. Two Troopers would be used in the program, and they would 

rotate among the cars so that the public could not determine which 

car is being used. One trooper could rotate among the vehicles 

while the other trooper issues summonses. This could be a 

deterrent. 
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MORE PUBLIC AWARENESS 

The need to educate the public about car-truck 

relationships is evident. It is a necessary step that could be a 

significant factor in the reduction of car-truck accidents. 

The place to start may be the driver manual in the 

Division of Motor Vehicles which is issued to all applicants seeking 

a drivers license. The manual should be updated to reflect 

relationships of trucks cars and vice-versa. Simple facts should be 

pointed out, i.e. when a car and truck collide, it is usually the 

car that suffers the most. New drivers should be made aware that 

truck braking systems require more distance than a car to stop. 

Driver courtesy, etiquette and common sense should be emphasized not 

only with relationships to trucks but other drivers as well. The 

drivers manual should feature a section on defensive driving near 

trucks and with suggestions and recommendations for safe coexistence 

of both. Moreover, driver education classes in school should focus 

on truck-car relationshps and materials should be developed to bring 

about greater awareness of safety, particularly in light of the fact 

that trucks are getting bigger and bigger and cars are getting 

smaller and smaller. 

There is also a need for the general public and truck 

awareness campaign on a regional, state or national level with 

suggestions, recommendations and tips about driving with trucks. 

A campaign of awareness and truck safety could be 

initiated as a joint effort by members of the Interagency 
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Coordinating Committee. The campaign would be directed at reducing 

accidents and "hostile attitudes'' among all drivers. This campaign 

could be a joint effort of the governors of both states. Both could 

issue proclamations featuring the need and desire of working 

together for truck safety. The campaign theme could be developed 

with emphasis on media releases, posters and handouts to patrons 

using the facilities. Posters could be placed at primary locations 

in terminals, restaurants, shops, etc. 
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LEGISLATIVE ISSUES 

The author believes that legislation is required to bring 

about greater truck safety on the State's highways. The author 

recommends that the State Legislature consider the following 

proposals: 

Adoption of national truck driver standards; 

Establishment of a commercial license for all truck drivers; 

Banning radar detectors; 

Endorsement of a federal requirement for speed limiting devices 

on all trucks; 

Amending state laws to require truck tractors to 

have front wheel brakes in conformance with federal 

standards, without any grandfather clause; 

Prohibiting any drinking and driving at all for 

truck drivers under a penalty of loss of license. 

Requiring a fine of $1,000 for owners of tractor 

trailers whose vehicles' brakes are found to be more 

than 40 percent out of adjustment (which is the 

Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance standard); 

Requiring that intrastate trucks meet the same 

standards that currently apply to interstate trucks. 
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TECHNOLOGY 





SAFER TRUCKS 

For 1979-1980 (Figure 1), Ian S. Jones of the National 

Highway Safety Institute states that the U.S. large truck accidents 

were 5.7 percent of the total accidents and 11.8 percent of the 

fatal accidents. ;'rlfe~e figures cannot be compared directly without 

knowing how "large" trucks are defined in these statistics. Yet 

there is a belief that truck involvement in accidents is greatly 

increasing in urban, fastpaced, densely travelled areas. Trucks 

have to be made more compatible with the remaining traffic mix. 

Attention should be directed and efforts should be 

expended to make trucks safer. Braking ability is one of the key 

areas to focus on. In Ian Jones' study of "What States Can Do About 

Truck Safety", he says " ••• trucks take much longer to stop than 

cars. The Federal rule requires passenger cars going 60 miles an 

hour to stop in 216 feet or less on a dry road. Most cars stop more 

quickly--in as little as 140-150 feet. But a loaded tractor trailer 

under similar conditions, typically takes 250-300 feet to stop. An 

empty rig takes about 300-400 feet. A tractor without trailer (or 
(30) 

bob tail) can take as much as 500 feet to stop". /There have been no 

stopping distance requirements for new trucks since the federal rule 

was set in 1978. 

Member agencies should consider a move to support the 

following: 

1. All brakes should include devices that automatically 

maintain brake adjustment and ensure compatibility; 
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2. Trucks should have faster brakes, slack adjusters, 

and disk brakes; 

3. Brakes shuld include load devices that automatically 

adjust the air pressure reaching the brakes; 

4. Anti-lock brakes on all new trucks; 

S. A task force to bring pressure in Washington for 

safety requirements for trucks, similar to that done 

on cars; 

6. Increase inspection of truck brakes. 

The issue of front wheels brakes was settled by Congress 

when it enacted the 1986 Commercial Vehicle Act, which required all 

trucks manufactured since July, 1980 to be equipped with front 

brakes on 3-axle tractors as of July, 1987. The Congress also gave 

the National DOT Secretary an option to make the law mandatory by 

July, 1988. The law change should increase brake efficiency and 

improve stopping. 

FRONT BRAKES 

The Congressional action came after frequent demands by 

safety experts that the front brakes be connected on three axle 

truck tractors. Last September 19th, the Federal Highway 

Administration performed a demonstration in East Libby, Ohio that 

showed trucks with front wheel brakes stopped quicker than those 

without them. It will cost an estimated $2300 per tractor to have 

this type of brakes installed. The California Highway Patrol began 
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enforcing a similar regulation for all trucks four years ago. This 

was greeted with concern by many truckers. However, since that time 

there has been little negative talk. New Jersey should adopt a 

similar statue to California's. It would be stronger than the 

Federal requirement which would only go back to 1980. The New 

Jersey statues should not have any grandfather clause. New Jersey 

should also revise Title 39:3-67, which requires all vehicles 

manufactured since 1937 to have front brakes connected "except front 

wheels of three axle truck tractors." 

Quoting another section of the Jones report " ••• random 

inspection showed that brakes frequently are out of adjustment, too. 

This can increase stopping distances by 25 percent at high 

temperature (e.g. city and mountain driving). Unlike the hydraulic 

brakes on passenger cars the air brakes on trucks produce 

significant delay between the time the driver hits the brakes and 

when they are fully activated -- a delay that increases stopping 

distance even further. Federal rules require full brake application 

on tractors in 0.45 seconds and on trailers in 0.30 seconds. When 

these units are connected, compatibility problems can increase the 

time between pedal and full brake application to more than a second 

-- as much as 2-1/2 seconds on a triple trailer rig. 

Incompatibility between tractors and trailers can also produce 

unbalanced braking and promote wear and fading (loss of braking due 

to overheating), because it results in isolated brakes on a rig 

doing the majority of the work."(37) 
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Truck brakes need adjustment more often than car brakes. 

The air brake system does not allow the driver to sense that the 

brakes are out of adjustment. Badly adjusted brakes increase the 

stopping distance by another 25 to 75 percent. Truck operators with 

s-cam brakes should have regular brake inspections and carry 

certificates for their trucks. This would improve safety in the 

short run. 

DISK BRAKES 

Automatic slack adjusters have yet to receive acceptance. 

They take up the slack created during normal wear and tear of the 

brake shoes, yielding faster braking and shorter stopping distances. 

In the interim, stepped up police inspection and news releases could 

be an effective short run counter measure, until regular inspections 

and/or slack adjusters are mandatory. Disk brakes should be 

required on all new trucks. Slack adjusters will achieve shorter 

stopping distances and longer brake life with less frequent and 

easier maintenance. They will resist fading and, most importantly 

they are self-adjusting. Load sensing valves adjust the amount of 

braking force according to the load on each individual axle. 

Automatic slack adjusters are required to be properly maintained for 

the load sensing valves to work effectively. They are most 

effective in reducing stopping distances for empty or partially 

loaded trucks. 

Anti-lock systems have all the benefits of load sensing 

systems. Additionally, they automatically adjust for braking on wet 

or icy surfaces while allowing steering control to be maintained at 
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all levels of braking. They also minimize the potential for jack

knifing. 

NEW BRAKE TECHNOLOGY 

The United States is still manufacturing trucks with 

1950's technology while the Europeans are already addressing all the 

issues detailed above in their tractor trailers. Regulations are 

needed to require new trucks to be manufactured with acceptable 

stopping distances. Anti-lock brakes have been greatly improved and 

as a result they have shorter stopping distances on wet or slick 

surfaces while increasing truck stability. Anti-locks are becoming 

standard equipment on cars and are being increasingly used on trucks 

in Europe. They should be installed on all new trucks in this 

country. The federal government and the American Trucking 

Associations are concerned about brakes. The ATA research monies 

will go to the Truck-Trailer Brake Research Committee (TTBRC) in its 

efforts for regulations to improve brake systems. (3) 

To achieve better braking performance, New Jersey should 

consider a statute which requires that brakes be kept in good 

working order. Tractor trailers that do not meet the Commercial 

Vehicle Safety Alliance's 40 percent braking standard should be put 

out of service and the owner or corporation should be fined in 

excess of $1,000. To assure safer operation, all brakes should 

include devices that automatically maintain the brake adjustment. 

The California survey results indicate that big trucks equipped with 

such adjusters are much less likely to have serious brake defects 

than trucks without them. Braking must be improved for trucks. 
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Appended (see Figure 1) is a report prepared by Ian S. 

Jones on "Truck Air Brakes" which discusses in detail a complete 

overview of truck air brakes as well as the need for new braking 
( 31 ) 

standards in this country) There appears to be much room for 

improvement in the quality of truck brakes used on U.S. manufactured 

trucks. The Interagency Coordinating Committee could play a role in 

developing greater awareness, and alerting officials in Washington 

of the need for action on truck braking systems. 

TIRES 

Safety experts voice concern about steering. Most 

experts believe that all tractor trailers should be equipped with 

power steering. The steering linkage play allowed in the wheels 

should be much less than it is today. Tire failure, particularly in 

the front wheels, is another contributing factor for loss of control 

of big trucks. Heavy loads with underinflated tires lead to 

overheating which makes trucks prone to blowouts or fires. 

In another area involving tires, the Turnpike has started 

an investigation to determine whether overinflated radial tires on 

tractor trailers are causing deep ruts in its roadways. The ruts 

cause steering problems for truckers themselves and are a hazard to 

other traffic, according to the Turnpike officials. They have hired 

two consultants to study the ruts in the truck lanes, which have 

become more pronounced in the last 12 months. There are actual 

depressions of pavement failure in the wheel path. The depressions 

act as a basin for rainwater accumulation which leads to 

hydroplaning in bad weather. The puddles, or slick surfaces, mean 
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longer stopping distances for trucks. Additionally, the problem is 

an economic one in that the road must be resurfaced more often. The 

ruts seem to be especially bad between Interchanges 7 in Burlington 

and SA in Monroe and between Interchanges 11 and 14 in Newark. 

Those sections will be milled as a stop gap solution. The Turnpike 

suspects that some truckers overinf late their radial tires to 

conserve fuel. The steel in the side walls would normally be 

rounded but it is straightened by overinf lation. More pounds per 

square inch of pressure are put on the pavement. They believe this 
{76) 

contributes to the creation of the ruts. I Another possibility is 

that the pavement failure is being caused by overweight trucks. 

Overweight trucks in the past have caused similar rutting 

conditions. The Turnpike studies are expected to be completed 

within three to four months. The American Association of State 

Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the Rubber 

Manufacturers Association are also studying overinf lation. 

BLIND SPOTS AS A FACTOR IN ACCIDENTS 

Truck blind spots contribute accidents, especially 

sideswipes. An indication of this condition can be obtained in 

review of the Port Authority statistics for 1984 and 1985 on truck 

accidents on the George Washington Bridge. The Port Authority 

reported that 62 percent of the accidents on the George Washington 

Bridge were sideswipes, angles, and rear end accidents occurring at 

plazas or after plazas. The New Jersey Turnpike also had a large 

number of rear end and sideswipe accidents. There were 619 rear end 

accidents on the Turnpike in 1985 as well as 735 sideswipe accidents 
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while vehicles were moving straight ahead. The contributing factor 

for accidents for these types seem to be last minute lane changes 

where motorists try to make connections or other motorists are not 

paying attention and simply cut off a truck or a truck cuts them 

off. These collisions seem to be growing. This trend indicates 

that there is a need for some type of assitance for the driver of a 

big truck in particular. The latest state-of-the-art mirror for 

eliminating blind spots on right turns has been developed by K-10 

Enterprises of Mission, Texas. One company, using the innovative 

"K-10 eyeball" mirror is Lenartz Truck Line of St. Paul, Minnesota. 

"They are great, and we have had a big reduction in accidents as a 

result of installing that mirror", said a company safety director 

who added the mirrors have been put on its fleet of 200 cab-over 

trucks. "They open up the blind spots for right hand lane changes", 

said the Lenartz official. The company's accidents had been reduced 

from 17 to 8 (a 53 percent decrease) with use of the new mirrors. 

The results would have been even better if all drivers kept the 

mirrors clean and used them. The only drawback to the mirror is its 

frame, which juts out, and occasionally has been knocked off or 

damaged. The company is satisfied, and the mirror has paid for 

itself. The 10-inch mirror costs $100 including a frame for 

installation. Other benefits of the mirror are that the driver can 

see the blind spots on right hand turns and he has a clear view of 

the right side while backing up. The Convex mirrors are made of a 

heavy stress plexiglass. The mirrors come in 6", 8", and 10" 

diameters to fit properly on all size vehicles. Moreover, the 

mirror maintains its clear image while travelling or vibrating on 
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rough roads. The Federal Express fleet is now equipped with a back

up safety mirror developed by K-10 to eliminate blind spots. 

RADAR COLLISION AVOIDANCE 

Another device to help trucks and bus drivers is a 

collision avoidance radar system which costs about $1,000 per unit. 

The Rashid radar safety collision avoidance warning system -- which 

detects an object directly in the path of a vehicle -- is compact 

and can be installed easily in any truck or bus. After 36 years of 

development and over one million miles of road testing, the new 

model was given Federal Communications Commission approval in 1985. 

Through a series of signal lights and a buzzer, the radar system 

alerts the driver if a frontal collision is imminent. A 6-inch 

diameter microwave radar antenna is mounted on the front of the 

vehicle. It ignores objects on either side, such as stop lights, 

parked cars, or road signs. When the beam strikes a slower moving 

or stationary object as high as or higher than the front bumper, the 

signal is sent through an electrical signal processsor. The signal 

processor, usually located in the engine compartment, automatically 

computes the vehicle speed, the distance to the object in its path, 

the difference in rate of speed between the vehicle and the object, 

and whether the vehicle or the object is changing speed. 

If the vehicle is travelling faster than the object, a 

signal is sent to the dash-board monitor which lights up to alert 

the driver. If the driver needs to decelerate, brake or steer 

clear, the monitor starts to buzz and lights up. Although the 

device turns on automatically when the ignition key is turned on, it 
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does not operate until the vehicle attain a speed of 10 miles per 

hour to allow the driver to park and to maneuver in tight spaces. 

It does not bother with continuous signals in bumper-to-bumper 

traffic. This signal processor, equipped with a microprocessor 

chip, is sensitive enough to discriminate between those objects that 

pose a safety threat and those that do not. It can also measure 

density. 

The system is not intended to give the driver a safe 

following distance but to give him a safe braking distance. The 

Rashid collision radar system is the first and only one approved by 

the FCC. 

LIGHTING ON TRUCKS 

Other difficulties in stopping and lane changes are 

directional signals and brake lights on big trucks. If a car is in 

a blind spot on the right side of a truck, the driver of the car may 

not be able to see the flashing directional signal. 

Brake lights on trucks do not appear to be adequate. 

These braking lights are not as prominent as those recently required 

in the rear windows of cars. It would be an improvement if similar 

braking light systems could be developed under the rear door of 

truck trailers. This height is at about the eye level of car 

drivers. 

The University of Michigan Transportation Research 

Institute (UMTRI) has found there is a difference in incidents of 

rear end accidents sustained by vans and flat trailers. /~{~t 
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trailers appear to be hit more often. While the UMTRI work does not 

show cause, the American Trucking Associations believes lighting is 

a possibility as the UMTRI project involves nighttime accidents. 

Furthermore, the ATA also reported a study by Vector on the use of 

reflective tape on trailers. That study showed that such tape 

placed in a single line along the trailer side and completely around 

the back could reduce accident rates from 16 to 21 percent during 

daytime and nighttime operations, respectively. 

OTHER TECHNOLOGY 

"Superduck" is a device being considered in an effort to 

eliminate weaving and lane changing to reduce truck accidents at the 
( 1 3) 

George Washington Bridge toll plazas! The Port Authority plans to 

experiment with the "Superducks", which are round, 36" long flexible 

delineators that can be epoxied to the pavement. When a truck hits 

a "superduck", it springs back to its position. It clearly 

delineates the lane. A difficulty in using this device may be in 

snow when a plow might jar the delineator out of the ground. 

The State of New Jersey and the Highway Authority have 

had good results with plowable pavement markers. These markers are 

cut into the pavement and are then held in place by epoxy. The 

reflective pavement markers clearly delineate the roadway and help 

improve roadway visibility during rain and bad weather. Recently, 

the New Jersey DOT installed three types of Stimonite all weather, 

year-round, snow plowable guidance systems on Route 1 between New 

Brunswick and Trenton. DOT intends to undertake a six-month 

evaluation of the three different types. 
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The pavement marker is an all weather year-round guidance 

system specifically designed for roads requiring snow removal. This 

raised, reflective marker can withstand the shock of heavy plows and 

provides the same seeing advantage found in warmer climates. An 

experimental demonstration could be conducted to determine the value 

of pavement markers in reducing accidents in rain or bad weather on 

Hudson River crossings or on locations on the New Jersey Turnpike. 
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and t:M •towill; <!Uta.ace• that can be expected fraa t::ucJca 
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f-ibility aad practicality of a a.w bralc8 safety sta.adard 
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L ~ 
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truck accident prcal• i• qivm in Fic;ur• 1 Cl>. ?rucJca ba"/ 
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but: their fatal accidam: rat• i• significantly hiqhar. th9 
overall imol--.1nt rate for iar.;1 ti-w:ka in 1978 wu 474 per 
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fthicle m•u for can c 1 > • ?he fatal ac:c:id8at rate for 
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CC11P&red to 2. 8 for cars. .the low.r ov.rall imol veMnt rat1 
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are more suaceptibl• to 1iaql1 V'ehicl1 lo•• of c:aatrol 
accidm.u (termed acncolluion 1ven1:s) than puauiqer can. 
Table l shov9 the diatribution of accident type by f irs1: 
harmful event for· the 1979-80 NASS data: lO percent of truc:Jc 
accident3 vere si.nqle 71hicl• n.onc:ollision events compared to 
l. 5 percent for can. This suqqe1ts th.at if th• brakinq and 
stability of '!ruc:Jcs cou.ld be improved. many of the sinqle 
vehicle cruck acc1dents :ould be avoided. Correspondinq 
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T~le l· 
Distribution of Accident Type by First Harmful Event• 

(Percent of Accidents> 
1979-1980 Annual Averaq1 

Hultiple-Vehiclt: 

Colliaioa with ADOther 
mtor V"lhicle 

Sipqle-Vehicle: 

' Colli•ioa with 
other object 

?lonc:ollisioa** 

Pedutri.a aad 
IODD)torist 

Pa•••aq•r 
~rs 

78.8 

17.0 

l.5 

2.5 

Sinqle-Unit 
and Cameia.a t i.m 
trucJcs 

U.9 

10.0 

l.2 

• Pirst banrful evut i• tha first property-damaqe or ui1w:y 
produciaq evet t:bat cu be d8temined to ban happened i4 
the ac:cidant. · 

•• Noacolliaion includes rollOftr .. a..rtumed .. jac.lc.lmife, etc. 
Source: National Accidmt S..VliD; Syst• (1979-1980). 

fiqur•• for fatal t:ucJc accid.nt• ~inq l98l Fatal Accident 
Re;ortiaq Syst• <DRS> data iA T&ble 2 show similar tranda. ..1.../ 
Siaqle vehicle aoacolliaion accid8DU an twice u frtqUent ,_
men; trucJm u can.. .ad tmy represent 7 pen:ant of all 
fatal truck ac:cidenU ccmpand to 3 percmt for puseaq•r can. 

bc;ardiD; multift!ticle accidenu.. it can be &rqued that 
1.mvrowd bnki nq is lial1 to reduce tho•• ac:=idents in wftich 
the true.le stria• the side oc- rur of the other vehicle.. i. •. , 
iAtenec:tica collisicu, but i• 1••• lilcaly to dfect the 
head-on type collision. in vtt.ich the vehicle i• struck on the 
fC"ODt. T&bl• 3,. u.9inq 1981 PARS data. <Jifta th8 dirtetion of 
·impact for the otlwr nhicle in fatal two-99hic:l• accidents 
imolvinq true=: en. correspondinq fiqur11 ~r• also qiven for 
cars. Thirty-seven ~ec·canc of the impacts in two-vehicle 
fatal truck accidents were to th• side or rear of the other ~ 
79hicle, whereas th9 eor~espondinq fiqure for two-v•hicl• ~ 
fatal car accideacs was 24 percen~. Thi• suqqests thac 
improvi.nq braking performance could reduc• tvo-venic:le truck 



l'~l• 2 
Characteriatic• of Sinql• Vehicle Fatal Accident• (1981) 

t.arqe Trucks ccmpared to C&r• / 

trw::Jcs C&n 
Accidat tne N ' N. ' 
Noacolli•ioa · 308 28 2.238 14 

Pixed object 315 28 8.299 51 

Roalotoriat 39, 35 4.685 29 

Other 100 __! 928 _§ 

total 1,118 100 16,150 100 

Source: ht&l Accid8nt RepoctUig Syst• 1981 

accidmsU bf u much u ll percent, which would be an o"rall 
reductian of about 8 percent for all truclc accidents. 
Callbininq th.is latter f i9'U'• with t.be 4 perc:ant frca sinqle 
fthicle accident• SUtN••ts that uv to U percent of en.shes 
could be &'IOided or reduced in snerity bf iape'099d tr\ICJc 
braki12q. By ccmparisoa, the NIErSA flHt evaluation of FMVSS 
Ul concluded tbac 10-20 percent of all large truck era.has .---
ara .-enable to brake countermHSUr•• (3). 

?&bl• 3 
Distribution of Duaqe to the Other Vehicle 

iA raul two-Vehicle Accidents Cl981> 

Accident• Accidents 
Inwl •iaa l'rucJcs tmolriftCI cars 

Impact to 
Other VaJU.cl• N ' N ~-

&'rant 1.801 62 9.422 74 

Left side 506 17 l,189 9 

Riqht side 364 l2 979 a· 

Rear 225 a 933 7 

Unknown ~ -1 197 -1 

':.'ocal 2 .. 394 :oo 12 .. 720 100 

Source: :a cal Accident Repor't J.nq S;tstem l981. 



IA addition to redu.c:iaq accident• throu;h improved 
stoppiaq di•tanc• C'equir ... nts, ~ Ul att9111pted to improve 
the dinctioaal control of trucks by C'equirinq ~t vhaels oat ~ 
lock duri.DIJ bn.Jcinq. To assess what effect improved c:ontrol 
WOiild baw oa reducinq accident trequancy, NKrSA' s fleet 
evaluation of FMVSS 121 c:~red truclca fitted with anti-locJc 
bnb '?ft- to thm• without. the study showed that 
;ac:Jmifipl accidents (3) u reported by SICS (Tabla 4) var• 
raducad by scm. 29 percent for 1977 model year vehicles, vltic:h 
va• the f ir"9t. !ull production year for FHVSS 121 preacribed 
anti-loc:Jc bc:ab 979t-. JacJcnif inq u a pra-impact event 
occ:un iA ' to 7 percant of tM nRS &ad SICS data such that 
the 29 ,en:ant. decreue iA jac:Jcnifiaq would npresent &JX»ut 1.6 
percmt of all accidents. 

'?able ' 
S..-ry of Jacka if• Accidmu 

Im:ercity t1•• Only 

Fatal Invol v mints 
(!US 1976-1978) 

Percmrt Rate per 
tractor of All 100 Million 
Hodel Pat.al Vehicle 
Y .. r Accidents Miles 

197• 3.7 0.22S!0.032• 

197, ,.a O.l1l!<J.04! 

1976 5.0 0.393~.l.SJ 

1977 3.7 0.20~.007 

*9Si c:oaf idmc• interval. 
Source: CalftVbell UMi C&rstan ( 3). 

mes-Reverted IlrlOlvements 
(1976-1977) 

Percent Rate pei-
of all 100 Killion 
Patal Vehicle 
Accidents Miles 

5.5 3.ll:t0.92* 

6.7 5.6 !2.54 

5.~ 3.91?3.98 

3.9 2.83t<J.22 

A United liaqdal study <U ew.lu.at:ed the effectiveness of 
load-.a8in; wlves und8r in-ser1ice c:cmditioaa. Load-seminq 
valft• are fitted iA the truck bC'&Jtillq circuit and adjust th8 
braJca force ta b• c:~at• vi.th '!ha load earritlld by the 
ule to prevent premature lock . up durinq eme1:"9ancy bralcinq. 
Th• study fO\md th.at in a to 15 percent of th• trw:Jc ~ccidents, 
th• truck was unaele to s1:op i.n ti.JDe &ad that a further l0-15 
~ercent of accidents involved trailer svinq or jacJcnifinq. Th• 
use of load-~ens1nq •1al"1es reduc:•d the number of jacJmifinq 
<~-
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accidau l'U.b9tuti•lly <LO. 8 percent to 2.2 percent> - but it .,,----
appeared that they mi9ht h.&99 increa••d th• occurrence of ~ 
trailer sriJlq &nd th• m=ber of accidents attributable to th• 
vehicle aot 1toppinq in ti•. th••• inc:rta••• occurred from a 
hiqh UM:ideace of th• load-sen.sinq valves not func:tioniaq 
con:'ectly bec:auae of poor maintenance. 

A later study ( ! > examined th• accident f requancy of 
tractor trailers fitted vith anti-lock brakes on the tractor 
campared to unit1 with load-•anainq ·valve1. Th8 incidence of 
jacJmifinq wu 0., peC'Cent for &nti-loc:Jc vehicles c~red to 
2. O percent for "1licl•• with load-semiaq valves < tlw latter 
fiqu.re vu 1iailu to that achieved in the preceedinq study CU 
with load-temiaq ftlve•>. Trailer sviaq &lso appeared to be 
reduced- but cruhea when tM "1Ucle failed to stop ill time 
to pr8"1lt a c:olli•ion Ux:r ... ed. CollectiV9lY- th••• studies 
SUIJ99•t tbat anti-locJc bralca• •Y be man df ective i4 reduciJ:lq 
the frequeDC7 of. jacJmifinq than load-semi.liq valvea. 

Ruaa•y truclm an r9apmaibl• for another qroup of 
accidenU that c:ould be reduced by i.Jlv~ bralcinq. IA recent 
fHnl- th9 eroaability of a trucJc r"'mninq away on a downqnde 
bu im:nued bec:aua• the Oftrall effect of fu.l effic:iem:y 
imp~u luch u radUl t:ir•• - aerodynamic shield8 - &ad 
reduced fric:tiaa mqims i• rou;tlly eqW.ftlent to UM:reuiaq 
t:ha slope of downqrad8• by one pe re ant < 6 > • Eac:ape ramp• are 
an obvious c:auntecmeuure to C"UDavay truc:Jcs; anatMr 
alternative i• to euur• that bC'&lca are fUZM:tioaal uld 
properly adjuatM!. One study of 3~ nmavay ac:cidenu < 7 > on a 
S9"A 9nd9 SU999•tad that the probability of ·improper bralc8 
adjuatMnt qi ftD a cimavay cruh wu o. 72. Il1 c:ontrut. 
IW'ftTS · of twavy trucks in ••~ice at this AM location 
yielded a ~ eerc:ant pC'Obaailit7 foe- improper &djWltmeat of .. t 
least one bC'ak• on the vehicle. If in m ideal situation .... 11 
truck bnlca• wen cottectly &dju.8t8d. CM•• prob&bili_ti•• imply 
tbat the nmaway accident rat• could be C'9duced by '7 percent. 
Bowe99r- eftll vb.en thaa bralm• an COC'1."'ec:tly adjU11tad t:ha 
hoc-seVo"r ratinq of . truck bC'ak8s is often insufficient to 
h.aadl• steeper qradea. To provide & arqill of ~ety for 
traveliaq downhill many vehicle owners insull retaC'ders. which 
an- ~ices fitted to tM mqine or drift shaft of trw:Jca to 
pr09ide add9d deceleration on lonq down qradas. Data collected 
frm Colorado ( 7 > , wb8n aDaUC 70 percent of ftbicl• av-ntiftq 
OD Mftn fnde• ha" c-etard8rs.. SUIJ99•t that ~., V9bicl•• 
witbaut tetai'd8n baft • crub rate a.i.ost thrff times qnater 
t!laD tnc:Jm IO equipped. 

Motor Vehicle S&f ety Stand&rd9 COV9ri.aq air brakes were 
first considered in October l967: however. the first aotic• of 
proposed rulesnaJcinq waa aot issued for air brake systems on 
truc:Jcs a.ad bus•• until June 1970. Th.is notice proposed that 
trucks be a.bl• to stop i.n distances of: 216 f ••t frcm 60 mch on 
a dry c.-oad; .tJ~ feet from 50 mph on a wet C'oad; and 54 fHt 
from 20 mch on a -:.ret road. Also. the ·1ehicle -..rou.ld noc be 
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allowed to ct.vat• fl"'C8 & 1.2 foot traffic lane and vhe•l• aot 
locJc &hove 10 mph.. The propo•ed dfective date vaa JAnuacy l, 
1972. the fiul rule Vu published in February of 1971,, vith 
an effective date of J.nu.acy l, 1973, vith th• 1toppi99 
di•tuc• requir-.ntl wnded :o: 245 f ••t from 60 §h on a dry 
~ and 54 feet from 20 moh on a vet road. Both stops 
required that wheel• act locJc. but th• stoppinq distance of 435 
f Ht frca 60 -Vh Oil a wet :-oad had been deleted. Sub•equent 
manufacturers' petitiom for: rec:onaider:ation of the rulemalcinq 
ct.lay.d the eff ec:tift date for: trailers until JAnuary 1,, 1975, 
and truca Uld l:Ns•• until *r:cb l, 1975, and th• dry stoppinq 
diataace vu incr•ued to 2~8 feet from 60 mph. Further: 
a-ryleenta iJl Auquat 1975 resulted in a r•lmtion of the dry 
loadK 1toepiaq diRuce requir-.nt. to 277 feet from 60 mph 
until J~ry l, 1978. (Bua• were exempted from th••• 
requirllM.CU in Jamaary 1976.) 

In Karch of 1976, the cul• wu further relaxed vith & 

loaded &ad -oty drr stoppilg distance of 293 feet !rem 60 !!2!!· 
, &ad a vet stoppinq distance of. 60 feet frcm 20 mph. Piaally, 

after lengthy oppo•ition. parts of the air brake sta 0 dard "9re 
itwalidat9d iA tM Ii.nth Circuit Court of Appeals dec:i•ion in 
Paccar, Inc. Y. mrrsA in 1978. The court' 1 decision C'9Scinded 
thm• 1ec:tioaa of FMVSS lll ruerrinq to mti-locJc br:alciJ2q. 
this effectively elimiAated the stoppiaq distance requirements 
frm the standard so th&t at presen~ the only federal truclc 
bnJW:lq standard with any stoppinq disuace requirement is the 
Bunau ~ Hator CUrier S&faty (SICS) in-service requlation. 
?his AqUlation requires trudm. depend.in; on confi;uratioa, to 
stav !ram 20 lllph in 3!-40 feet.. vttich is m effective bralcinq 
coefficient of 0.38 q: by coa.trut, FMVSS lO~, the bralce 
st&adard for can. requires an effective brakinq coefficient of 
0. 56 q. Unfortt.mat1ly, 1"4 thi• requl&tion is not enforced so 
that iA ir&Ctic:al terms t.ber• is ao st.opp~- distanc• 
~_E~~1:~~0~-~'T-··t~}Ci·: O ·-·---····-···--· • • n -----·----·---

~ AID RT I>JSIL.In .PROBt.Dm 
wnH FMVSS Ul 3RAD S!SlEMS 

Alt.bouqh the ••ti.mates for reduciaq ac:c:idenc frequency 
frm impe'09ed bra.kin; perfomaace &re between lO &Dd 20 
pereent, NKrSA • • e'ftluation of FKVSS Ul < 3 > f O\md ao 
conviJM:iJsq evidence that it reduced f&t&l or injury accident 
rates. However, accidenu involvi.nq jacJmifinq reported in th• 
FARS or Bll:S accident f il•• were reduced by 29 percent for l977 
modal year truclca. The major: reuom ci ttd for th• lack of· any 
effect wen •iatanaac• aad reli&bility probleiaa in the early 
anti-loc:Jc syst... Analysis of •intenance erperieace showed 
that tractors equipped vieh FMVSS Ul systems ~d to be 
serviced ac mor• f requant intu·vals t."lan tho•• ;aredacinq the 
requirusenc. truck operators appear to have tried to 
accomodat• anti-locJc systems. but th• desiqns were not ruqqed 
9nouqh to survive the Low level and lack of soph.istic:ation of 
truck ~int:enance ?C'OCtc!ur•s. NHTSA · s study < 3 > noted that l8 
:nonths after ~S 121 ca.me ln~o eff ec~ only 20 percen~ of Che 
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tl .. ts equipped vith &nti-loc:k oi:-akas had appropriate 
diaqnoatic equi;ment And only l~ percent reported that their 
MCbulic. had any speci .. l traininq to maintain th• anti-lock 
919t-. 

A California Hiqhway Patrol s~y < 8 > of heavy truc:X. 
fouad that 17 peC'cent of vehiclH equipped with FMVSS Ul 
anti-loc:Jc bnlce• •n out of adju.tmenc beyond manufacturers' 
toleC"aDC•• c:omvared to 9 perce~t of vehicle• manufactured 
befoC'• the requinment. Hove•1er, ~ISS 121 required that 
ftbicle• be equipped with bC'ake• on the front wheels, a.ad in 
practice the•• bC'&lc8• were of ten "backed off" < i.e. • they wen 
~jU8ted so the •hoe• did aot touch the drum. > or 
diac:oanec:ted. (Thi• is done to halp maintain steerilM; 
caatral. > lefoC'e l1lVSS 121 wu issued, any heavy tnaca were 
aat equipped vi th front brake• , which c:ould explain saae of the 
difference• that "" found between trw:Jca manufactured before 
and after Cha ftflSS L99qW.rements. ?he survey &lso found that 
U perc•t of Ultemizad tractors ~ trailers < i. •. , one unit 

, with NVSS Ul bnb•. the other without) bad to be placed out 
of serri.ce by the C&lifomia Highway· Patrol becau.• of bralca• 
adjU8ted beyond •mdactunrs toleraac•. 

the hic;ll8r pC'OpOrtion of bralca• that were out of 
adjuatMnt cm ftflSS lll equipped fthicl•• vu mo•t likely the 
result of the mor.· aqvresain. fut1r-weari.:2q lininqs fitted to 
thne bi-alee•. Al.a ca trucka vith iAtenaizad bralca 
CCllbinatiom, the futec· air tramai••ion to FMVSS lll brake• 
cauae them to r•c:t mn quicJcly than bralca• aot subject to the 
standard: c:amequmitly, the•• brake• are a..r-used am uadarqo 
grater "9&r. ?he•• pC'Obl- could b• o..rcme by retiainq the 
m.tiDq equipment usinq control valV9s with different response 
charac:teri9tics. 

Of th• FM'lss 1.21 bralat equipped vehicles in the califomi• 
Highway Patrol s~y,, 3~ percent had one or more .viol•tions 
rel&tiaq to uti-loc:Jc equipment deficiencies iacludinq 
mti-loc:Jc vamiDIJ device• on duhboArds that were rendered 
iaoperatin or •r• cav.red to &~id dri99r dis1:rac:tion. 
c:orrod8d terminal•, brokaa •lectric:al. c:oanectors, etc. 

Clearly. the •in C'U80G FMYSS Ul vu aot successful was 
the lac:Jc of relia.bility of aati-locJc syttw st .. inq !rem 
aim:aaaace pC'OOl-. It i• perhqa ~risi.oq th.at en.re. was 
ao prari•ioa !or an iii-service standard to ensure that FMVSS 
1.21 sytt- were ad8quately maintained. In fact. i.n July 1976, 
tm t-ten tJAioa petitioned the Bureau of Motor C..rt'ier 
Safety to aMad its requl&tiom to include use and mainteMnee 
of FMVSS lll bC'akiaq systw. 

?hr•• ba•ic brake syscus are currently fitted to heavy 
~:ucJca (Fi9\U"e 2). The most comoa is the S-cam drum brake .. 
~h.ich is 09eratad vi& a push rod f rem a diaphragm air dwnber. 
The • .,edqe drum brake. which i.s a developaent of the· S-cam 
brake, consists of • wedge actuator coupled directly to the 
~iaphraqm alr chamber; eh• ~•dq• brake i.s d1s1gn1d to overcome 
the out of adjustment · ~roblema thAt oc~.Jr w1 th th• S-cam 
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bralca. ?be cli•c bralc8 offers improved braJcinq performan:e over 
the dnm bralca, includinq better r••i•tanc• to fade, 
1elf-adjuatment, &ad loaqer service life. 

AD aaalysi• of the theoretical limits of brai<inq Ci> for 
tractor trailer c:ambi.nationa (equipped with drum braJces> showed 
that iA the &baence of load-sen.inq devices, th• rr.uimum 
braJc.i.aq efficiency• vaa 75 percent, with the brake force 
distributed 17 percent on th• front wheels of th• cractor., 4i 
percent on th8 rur tractor wheel•, &ad 36 percent on the rear 
trailer wheel•. The calc:ulatioa uaumed a qro•s we iqht of 
77,000 lb8., a wet road friction coefficient of 0.2, and dry 
C'OAd friction coefficient of 0.8. the brake distributions vere 
cba.c to acccmodate both empty &ad loaded situations. 
&ow.'ftr,. &any truca are operated without front brakes on ~ 
buia that the riak of the front wheel• loclcinq is eliminated 
and 1taeriaq caatrol can be •intaiud at all tim••· By 
rmo•ia; bralciaq f rcm the front wheel• of the tractor,. the 
aaalywia mow.d that braJc.i.DJ efficiency vu automatic:ally 

· Aduced. frc11 74 percant to about 64 percent. This ia. typical 
of oa-c:oad 1ituatioaa vbar• eff iciea.ci•• rarely achieve 60 
percut. ?bu.a,. oa a C'O&d with a fri:c:tion coefficient of 0.8 
the •xi.. dec:elerat"ion achievable would be 0. 48q. To put 
tbia iA caatezt,. the braJc.i.aq cli•taac•• required UZM!er the 
oriqial ntvSS 121 and subsequent mad.if ic:atiom are qi ven ill 
T&bl• 5 toqether with t:h8 dec:eleratioas required to Met the•• 
stoppiraq distaacea aad the corn~ brakinq efficiencies 
for a tin to ~ friction c:oeff icient of O. 8.. It can be seen 
that &lthou;h th8 oriqi.aal 1tavpinq distam:e Aq'1ir-nt of 216 
f ••t is QVtiaiatic qi ven c:m-nnt braJcinq systlM. th• two 
mdificatiou that "9re subsequently made to FMVSS l2l are 
adlinable with pe"Operly M!juated braJce syst.. in good 
c:oadi tiaa. 

T&ble ~ 
Bralcinq Efticienci•• Required to M9et 

FMVSS Ul Stoppiaq DUt&acea on Dry Pavement: 
with Friction Coefficient of 0.8 

FMYd Ul Sto§in; 
Statua Distaace Deceleration 

Jum 1970 216 !eet 0.56q . 

Feb. 1971 2~ feet 0.494; 

~rcn l976 293 f 1et 0.4lq 

Brakinq 
Eff icieDC? 
for ~=0.8 

70 

61 

!l 

•!rakinq etf iciency i.s defined 
jeceleration of :he ~•h1cle i.n 
~oadway fric~1on coefficien~. 

as a/32.2/~ where 
ft/sec= ~ µ, 

a i.s th• 
the :ire/ 
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Ezperi.Mnt&l evid9ace to IUWQC't the•• b~alcinq elli:iea.c:y 
fiqur•• i• provided by the NKrSA bralce performance t••t proqnm 
(10). Irate that uti-lock sntw were not u.ed ill th••• t••ts 
(half of the wheels of &n axle or tandem ule were permittad to 
loclc uv: below 20 mph all wheels were &llqa,ed to locJc uv>. 
Indicators vera provided in the ab 10 that test drivers could 
detect wheel lockup and manually modulate the brakes to maintaiA 
staerinq control. ?he C'a•ul ts of th• t••t proc;raa 11.1qqestad: 
• ?ruclca had little probl.. maetiaq FMVSS 121 stoppinq 

di•taac•• at 20 mph. whether loaded or not. on both vet &ad 
dry pavement. Loaded stoppiaq distance• were qraater than 
unl~ stoppinq distaaces. 

• Th8 •jority of the trucJca t••ted could aot ••t the mes 
iA-seC"Yic• 1toppinq distance• < 35-40 faet from 20 mph> 
without front brake•. 

• At 60 mph. & •jority ol loaded tractor trailers Mt the 
293 foot bralciaq distance requir ... nt, whil• *'•t 1traiqht 
trucks did aat < Pic;un 3 > • Unloaded trw:Jca could not meet 
the 60 mph staadard and WIULlly requiC'9d diataac•• iA 
uc••• of "20 fHt to stop. Bobtails (traC:tor units 
without trail•n> wen the worn vehicle•, t&Jciaq 500 feet 
to stop f raa 60 mph. 

• The import&ace of front brakas vu establim.d. tn the 60 
mph tut (Pic;ur• ,, , braJcinq disuac•• were increued by 
50-100 feet iA t.b8 &b8eac• of fraat brakes. 

• Proat ule limitinq valvu, vbich ar• ce:•mcmly used. 
deqrada stoppinq distance ( !'ic;un 5) : a sinql• ule tractor 
took MO feet to stop f rcm 60 mph with autcmatic lim.itinq 
valftS c:cmpand to l!S fHt without. Mo•t vehicles were 
uademra.lcad on the f C'Oftt ule. 
?U NmSA bralaa performance PC'OCJC'U also iilclud8d 

controllability tests to •valuate the effect of front ule 
braJcinq an control. th8 tasts eomisted of b~aq vnil• 
followi1¥J a CU"9 oc- chanqiaq Um• at l! mph on vet low 
friction (~.2) and "9t hi<Jft friction (~.6) surfaces. 
!ncrauipq front bC'&Jm torque imaC'ond p•rfomaace on cunes &ad 
during lane d!&aq••· ?he ooti-.. braJce distribution for 
straight line oerformanc9 was also the ORtlJllUID for ~ and 
lw c:M.nq! man.unrs. 

?he tests claarly utaolisMd that removi.nq the front 
bralce• deqrada• controll&Oility. Despite this fiad.l.nq, there is 
still coac•rn &bout proalam of steerinq pull on S{)lit 
coefficient surfaces < i. •. , surfac:•• where wheel• on oa. side of _ / 
the vefticle an on & low coeff iciant surface and the vheels on/(;_ ~ ~ 
the other side oa a high c:oef f ici ant surface) . NRTSA tests C 10 > ( J~; t. 
oa a s;lit coefficient sw:iface (JP(].210.6) showed that with /'((-':/:~11 
~r steeriliq th8 steerinq pull vu low reqardle•• of the front /. -· 
bC'ake torqu.9 ( 161 lb•. without front brakes nrsu. 181 lb•. with 
them). For trucJcs without power· stHrinq the staerinq pull wu 
much l&C"T;•r < 377 lb•. without front bralce• nrsws 725 lbs. 
with). Nota that &nti-locJc bra.Jee 1Y9t.. can ov.rcme th•s• 
problems by b&lanc!nq the braxa fore•• oa. the steered wneels. 

-~ i11190t"C&n1: conclusion thAt both cha ~ test proqram 
!nd th• ~re•11ous theoret.1c:al ~lysis suqqes1:. i.s that i.f front 
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bralca• are retained. the 293 foot bralc.inq diat&ne• raq-.Uremea.ts 
at 60 mph issued in the *rc:h l 976 amendment to FMVSS 121 c:a.n b• 
met without anti-locJc systua. 

l'o emura adequate brakinq performanc:a !rem c:urr1nc 
syst-. bnke adjuatment is also extremely i.Jlpon:anc. ~•t 
current brake syst- ar• 09erated usinq AD S-cam ·1ia a ~h rod 
f raa a diaphra911 air c:hamC•r < ••• Fiqur• 2 > • Mju.1tmenc is· more 

· c:ri tical than for hydraulic: brake systama becau.1• the ~h :od 
fore• droptl off rapidly once th• push rod travel exceeds '!WO 

iache•. Also. u the air braka stroke increase• the 'IOlume of 
air required to actuate th• bralce incr•••••· which iacr•u•• the 
application time. rurthermore_. air brakes ar• actuated by a 
tr•adl• ftl" vith a relatively short stroke that i• aot 
&ff ected by brake chamber disv lacement. Consequently, it is .AJfJ 
difficult for driven to sem• that their brake• are out of 
Mijustment. l'o provid8 ICM data on how brake adjustment 

?&bl• 6 
£ff act of Adju.tment 

on Vehicle Stoppinq Distance 

Vehicle 

l'ut A 
Straight Truck CSi!!ql• Azle> 

27.!00 pound9 (GVIQl) 

!S lllVb 
Bra.Ice TlllP•ratur.: <2oo•F 

Test B 
Trac:tor-trail•r <Twin Axle) 

80,500 pound9 <GVWR> 
60 1911 
Brake t..aperature: <2oo•r 

Test C 
Straight Truck <Tvili Azle> 

~ 

55.000 pounds <10 i overload) 
60 mph 
Brak• Teme•racure 

l!O•r 
zoo•r 
Joo•r 
-1ioo•F 

5oure•: ~dlinski •cal. <ll). 

AV9raqe Stopping Distance 
Pully Bac:Jced-
Adjuated off Percent 
Sn.Jee• Brakes Increue 

219 

2~6 

342 
3~1 
366 
393 

283 

319 

4~8 
~19 

62~ 

692 

34% 
4'8% 
71~ 

76% 
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affect• 1toppiaq diauace,. table E qives t.b9 raault• of te•t• 
nm vi th bralca• set to minimize 1 l&clc ccmpared to brake• 
adjuated to the muianm stroke allowable before the brakes 
should be reAdjwated (11). For the first two t••t•,. th• 
iAC:r ... e• iA stoppinq distance W9re 29 percent for th• 
straiqht truck ud 2~ percent for the tractor trailer. Both 
thu• tesu "9re r\lJl with br&Jce temperatures of l••• than 
200•!',. whereas tis. third test -.... C".JD vi th brake lininq 
tmaperatures of up to 40o•p Ct1mperature1 u high u thi• are 
aot uauaual iA ser"lice &ad can 90 hiqher in city ~ mountain 
dri~). IA the third test, · i.ncru•e• in stoppinq distaai:e 
u high u 76 percent were recorded. nm., it ia clear tMt 
for avtiam performaace of c:un•nt S-caa type braJca•, the 
bralca stroa -.wt be •iai•ized. 

FMVSS Ul ntqW.nd sl. 7?1if ic:&nt upqradinq of truck bnlca 
· tecbaolo;y im:ludinq: dual &ir ayst-. 1AJ:'9•r: air 
re•enairs. !uter application/ relu.se tiai.aq, bi99er: brakes 

. am anti-loc:Jc sywt-. It: bu been a~ tlsat ncvss u1 was 
aot sw:cn•ful because the technology vu aot available to 
allow Ws uvqract.. It is iJDVortant, tn.refore., to address 
the issues of vhather .anti-loc:Jc brake syst .. have improved 
to the point of bei.aq reliable iD semc• &Dd wathar 
realutic stoppiaq disuat:e• an achievable with or: without 
thm. 

Dime: br:alca• an th8 moat obviOU9 &dftlM:e since ncvss l J 
.... first introduced. the•• syst- haft been &vail,Jb -~ r r 
sa1e time. yet .di.: bra.lea• currently have le•• perc t 
of ta truck bnlce arat < U > • the adftntaq•• that ac 
braJcas offer iaclude illproV9d stoppiaq distance., onqer 
ser1ice lif •., i... f reqwmt and · intenADC•, uu1 / 
C'Uiatuc• to fada. _.,,/"' 
Moraover.. di.: bralcu &re {elf-adjuat· which produces 
baluced bra.lciaq. !ar l y pC"Ob vi ae bralca• in fleet 
operations i.1"0lftd pr-tun pa r aDd C'Otor failure due 
to cncJdaq. the•• coaditiou r•sulted fram iacompati
biliti•• between disc &ad drum ayst- sw::h that tn. di•cs 
wen doim, virtually all tlw bralciaq. ?Ms• probl- can 
al.M occur it the disc brakes .svecif ied &re UDders i:z:ed. 

Ccmeatibility hu remained the Jcay issue. a.ad fleet 
apenton who hAn overcome cmpatjbility probl... aero•• 
their fleets ·haft stayed vi th disc brakes < l2 > • Improved 
tiai.aq frcm modifyi.nq brake and air syst• 'l&lvinq., toqether 
with autcmatic llacJc adjuaters on the dr\m brake systema, 
have 099rcme moat ccmpatability probl-. 

Althouqb di•c brakes a~• the pref erred choice for 
balanced braJciaq, existin.q cam actuated drum orake• can 
i?rovide adequate performance providiaq the slack in the 
syst• is kept: co a minimum. To overcome th• pr:obl... of J 
braJce slAc.k. a number of manufact:urers now markat automatic p 
slack adjust:ers althouqh . these devices have yet to recei•,. 
~~da accep~anc•. Aut:oma~ic slack adjusters minimi:e the 

f 
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~t of sl&cJc in the puah rod/c:u syst .. by tUinq up the 
llacJc c:natld durinq normal ve&r of th• bralce she••. Early 
model• had probluaa with over &djuatinq c:awsinq the braJca to 
overheat and wear exc•••ivaly: however, th••• probl11U have 
been Oftrc:ame. 

The effect of automatic adjuat1rs on the inc:idenc:e of 
brakes out of adjuatment i• shown in TA!>l• 7, which is based 
OD the re.ult• of a 1981 survey by th• C&lifom.ia lliqhvay 
Patrol (11). The number of vehicles that had 40 percent or 

tAbl• 7 
Fi-equancy of Brak•• Out of Adjuatment 

for In-Use Vehicle• 

llu.ber 
SUZ"l'ey of 

Date Location Vehicles 

l981 <:Alifontia 
w/o Auto Slac:lal 94 
w/~to Slac:Jca 96 

1981 MarylaiM! 80 

Vehicles with 
One or Kore 
Bralcas Out 
of AdjuatMnt** 

Vehic:lea vi th 
a\Oi or More 
Brakes Out 
of Adjuatlient* 

* C!Alifornia Hiqtlway Patrol OUt-of-SeC"Yic• Criteria 
•• Not aec:•ssarily OD all axles 
Source: Radl imJci et al. < 11 > • 

more of their· bralca• out of adjustment (the percentaqe at which 
the hiqilway patrol places a vehicle out of service> wu reduced 
by over one-third al thouqt1 there W9re still a larqe percentaqe 
of ftbiclu with at leut one br&Jca out of adjuatment. (?his 
sun.y also looked at b~ adjuatment sutua by individual 

. ul.. and coacluded that automatic: slacJc adjusters had their 
bi999S1: et.feet on trailer and dolly ul•• red\lcinq the percent 
out of adjuatment fro11 21 percent to l3 percent. > Fiqures are 
al.a p~idad iA the ta.bl• for V9Jtic:l• ~tiom carried out 
in ti. state of Maryl&ad, which do•• aot ban the extensive 
camercial 'Nfticl• impection proqraa of ~lifomi•. ?he eff act 
is quit• evident: the number of vehicles with &t i .. st one bt"&Jc• 
out ·of &d'justment is over 50 percent h.iqher i11 Maryla.nd a.nd th• 
number of vehich• that would b• pl~ced out of s•~ic• because 
their braJcas vera io percent oue of adju.tmene is almost double. 

C.O.d-sens1n9 t.ralves that adjuse th• amount of braJunq 
fore:• accordinq co the load on th• individual axle h.ave been 
lemonstraeed to be benef 1cial prov1d.inq ~h• adjuseers are 



a&lquately •intained ( '> . t.o&d senainq val v•• &re of gr•atest 
beaafit for empty or partially load-4 tnaca b•c:au.e mo•t trucJc 
bnlciaq syat- &re s•t up to provide the mo•t •ff icient bralciaq 
to fully lpaded truclca. In its brake performaac• test proqram, 
Nlr?SA demon•tratld the benefit of load sensinq for empty and 
partially loaded trucks, p&rticul&rly for tractors without 
1.-itrail•a (Jmowa u "bobtails"). For eumel•, bobtails 
wit.bout the semia; ftln• required 520 fHt to stop from 60 mph 
cc & diy surface c:cmpared to 290 feet with load sen9inq yalves. 

Anti-locJc snt- offer all the benefit• of load senainq 
S!ft- &ad iD addition automatically adjuat for: brakiaq on 
split coefficient surfaces &nd allow 1teerinq control to be 
•iataiaed at all le99ls of bralciaq. 

Udortuaat:ely, anti-locJc syst- <;ained a reputation in the 
United Statu ot bei.aq unreliable in service bec&"8• FMVSS l2l 
r9qW.red ta t:ruclc iJMhwtry to &ccept cm. before they had been 
&d9quatelr tried and teated. Koqnr, anti-loclc s19t8118 i:i 
!urope baft b9en developed c:autiou.ly, &nd, u & result, have 

, aot c;ai 0 ed tb.8 uanli&ble reputation of their U.S. 
cauaterpart.. Por uample, then an aow ~ uiti-loc:Jc 
syat- <U> tba~ftted with mi~ intederapce 
t1' ehi ii&Ic;l~~· • •tiiia&M 5iild rw mt•...- The systw are 
Siif!"l.c:ietl7 flexible that they can be specified for individual 
ules. For ezuaple, to prevent jac:Jmif iaq, many operators 
svecify mti-loc:k for t.h• tractor'' s drift ul• &ad load 
pC'OVQrtioniaq for the tn.ilei:. Additionally, specifyi.J2q 
anti-loc:Jc syst- for th• trailer ul.1 pnnnts trailer swil2q 
aid puttin; t:n.. an t:h• tractor• s f roat &Zle help• maintain 
st .. ria;J coatrol. 

two sets of reC;ul&t iOftll qov.m truck braJcas in £\u'a9• < l4 > : 
Cl> the European Econcmi.c: C mjty <EE> Direc:tins &pply to 
-.ber countries .ad to any other country aportia; to the•• 
Con-aa Market c:ountries; (2) 'rh.e tJaited Nations Econaaic 
Caalission for £uroee <!x::E> c-equlatioas, which are &qned ueon 
by & cmmittH of Mllber cOUDtri•• ludl that if a member n.ation 
endorses & partic:ul&r CX:Z r9qUlatioa, mam.a:facturers complyinq 
with th8 cw;ulation can export to that c:OUDtry. tndi ,,idual 
c:OUlltrie• c:aa also set their own standards: hovenr. the•• 
uaually coi.acida with the ED: or EX:! suadards. !n s~ry E:D: 
Dinc:tiva ue the requl&tiom in Ccmoa Market c:ou.neries a.ad 
El reqplatioaa c:over •xt'OC"C to other European countries not 
nec•••arily iJs the ~ Marat. 

Then bu been & tendency durinq the danlo;ment of ~ a.ad 
!X2 braJcinq leqislation for eac:h to 099rt&Jce th• other u 
revisions an made. 1'hu9, th• E!X: Directive on braJcinq, 'Jl/320, 
arose frm disc:ussiona based on ECE Requlation 13. At pr•••nt, 
EE Requl&tion · LJ 1s mr:e · s~rinqent than the CW"T•nt EEC 
Directive 791489. Th• EEC Ou·.ctive 79/489 requires a mean 
deceleration of 0.4~q, <compared to the 0.38q required i.n th• 
U.S.>. and under dl condit~ons of loading all ·axles mus~ 
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&diian a &dheaioa utilisation wit:hin a defined band. Al10 

between svecified &dh••ion and deceleration levels,. th• rear 
ul• imst aot locJc before the front ule. At pr111nt this 
requir-.nt hu to be met by u.inq load-sensinq valves. Beaus-. 
load-seming ftlV9• rely on suapemion po•ition, they are 
affected bf svrinq ••ttiaq &ad need to have their adjwstmant 
checJced frcm time to time. Accordinqly,. th• ED: directive call• 
for information to be marked on th• vehicle to enable the valV9s 
to be cn.cJced in 1er1ice. Preaa\U'a teat connections are 
required to facilitate aint•naace and c:hecki.nq while in 
service. Required reac:tioa times are c:onaiderably more 
stri.Dqent than for tJ. S. trw:Jca: the tU. between the bralca 
control first bein; actuated U2d the last bralca reac:hiaq senoic• 
pedomance -.t aat exceed O. 6 1ec:onda. 

Altbouqh load. 1eminq is required under EE directives,. &ad 
anti-loc:Jc bralcu mat be additional to the buic load-.ensiaq 
syst•. the El C'9qUJ.atioaa prcwida fleet owners & choice of 
either load-sem~ or anti-loc:Jc bnJca•. Also ICID8 imi•idual 

'couatriu,, •·CJ· t.ba t1Dited K.iDqckm,, allow eitlwr. load-senaioq or 
an 112-.wroved ati-loclc syst•. t'rw:Jc operators mu.at 
therefon d8Cida whic:Jl syst• to qec:ify. t.oad-.ensiOJ .al99s 
are c::heqer but c:aA Ollly <:CllpenAt• for load · distribution 
without takh'9 any ac:count of ftriatiom ill the IW:'fac:e-friction 
eoaditioaa or any imbal4'DC• inherent in the bra.Ice system. 
How•ver, bec:au.e -.ny EE c:ouatri•• . also endorse ECE 
r:equl.&tiau. truck fleet. operatiaq throuqh a cumber of 
couatri•• are likely to cvt for ccmvli~• with D:E requl&tions. 

A recently propaMd update to B:B Requlation l3 would meaa 
that tha !X2 1tawiaq di•taac• r9qU.ir-.nts ezceed tbo•• of cha 
ED: Dincti99 79/Y9. Cun-ea.tly th• ._iA differ.enc:• between the 
two staadarda i• the anti-loc:Jc provision. the propo9ed ~t• 
to !X:I requlation ll would also im:reue the required 
dec:elentioa f:aa 0.4rSq to 0.51q. Toqet.her with the •zistinq 
anti-locJc C'equinMDt, t:Ais r:equ.latioa tOlld pC'09id8 !w:ope with 
a trw:Jc bn.Jca staadan.t · equiftlent to the U.S. !'MVSS Ul u it 
wu oriqinally p~sed. 

A Nl.W tJ.S. BRAKE STMllWm 

It ·ia cl•r that truck brake tac!moloc;y could support & ,,}

standard that t.CN!d r9q\l.ir1 vu1:ly improv.d stoepinq distances. 
The ori9inal rMVSS Ul pe'OV9d to be unac:c•et&bl• - not because 
the staveinq requir ... nts could aot be •t, but bec:auae of 
pC'Obl- with i.A-service uintep.anc• of the anti-locJc equipment 
and incQllP&tibility between tractor and trailer braJces. Had the 
standard r-ined in effect, there i• ao douOt tbat trw:Jc braJca 
tedmolOCJY would have i.Jllprond to meet it. Hovenr, one could 
arque that rMVSS u~ .,.. tOCI Lare;• a step for the truck indu.tr? 
to maJca at one. time. A more loqical approach would have b•.•n to 
specify i.mpr:o~ st opp inq dis cane•• with braJcinq on th• front 
~h••l• and automatic slack adju.ters- then once th• industry had 
cauqht ue,, to seecify even more strinqent stoppinq di seances 
·..r1 thout '"heel lock. The technoloqy for such an approach is 
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currently available, UM! it i• pr9Cisel7 thia approa.c.h that baa 
been adopted in Burope. 

Th9oretic:al and experimental raault• show that • 293 foot 
1toppinq di•tance f ram 60 mph could be met i.f brake• were 
required on the front wheels of tractors. Equippinq tractors 
vith diac: brake• *Nld improve 1toppinq distances t;O 2~0 feet or 
better. bistiaq truclc combinations vi th drum br1.k•• and bC'alcea 
oa th9 front vbe•l• should also be c:ap&!)l• of meet:.nq a 250 foot 
•toppinq diauace if they •r• tqWpped with automAcic slack 
adjU9t1rw. Althauqh bralcinq coefficient• of 0.69 on dry 
pa~ 1s1at ud 0. 3cJ on vet pavwnt an po•• ible for loaded 
trucJca, lo.d•saa.ia; val"• or anti-locJc brakes are •••enti•l to 
mail1tain the•• braJcinq levels for putully ioaded or empty 
trucJca. . 

Scme impro• •tilt in braJci.aq di•tw•• an be achieved 
without usiaq uti-locJc or lo.d-.cainq systlM; bovenr, 
fthicl• stability and control mwst be consid8red. l'hi• is 
part.ic:ul&rly iJllVortant aow that tviA trailec· coafiquratiom are 

'permitted iA all suta• UZM:!9r fe<Wral av. ?he work r"iewed 
hen S\.1499•1!• that ma.iAteaaace pC'OOl- of earlier mti-locJc 
syst- cu be own:ame by uaiaq sywt- siail&r to tho•• 
deV9loped in Europe tb&t an reli&ble. 

Ccmvatibility problw between pre- and po•t-sandard 
tractors a.ad tni l en could al.a be overcome by specifyinq 
i.JIV~ tiaiaq. OU solutian would .be to require anti-loc:Jc 
sywt- on the nar wtle•l• of tractor units t:o prnct loc:Jc~ 
and subaequent jac:Jmifinq proalw u "11 u to prodw:• 09timal 
brakiaq effic:ieDCf an the tractor. In ccmbim.tioa vitn thia. 
load-samiaq nlve• with slac:Jc •dju.t•n could be 1:'9qUired for 
trail an t:o optimise t:h8ir braJcinq eff ic:iency uadar unloaded And 
loadad c:aad.itioa. ?hat sud! syst- can wortc bu already bee 
de1Kmstrat9d iA Burope. Sowever. it is quit• cl••r that unless 
naw: fec:Wral r9qUJ.&tioas are ••Ublished requirinq the•• advance• 
iA braa tac:lmology, b.eavy trudal vit:A load.a of 80, 000 lb• or 
more vill c:ontiaue to o;en.te with brake syst.. uainq l9~0' s 
t9dmoloqy. 

?ha author would like to th.anJc Howard Stain and Jac:Jcson 
~a; for their twlp U1 researdliaq Ch• lit•rature. a.ad Marvin 
Giuburq for proqruainq the :MS analysis. 
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Apn J S&oppin1 Disaanca by Truck Type and Lo..S: 
60 m• on Dry Pavement. 
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Fi1ure ' EITcct of Front Btucs on lnc:rcasins 51nPP.tn1 DtMancc; 
60 mph on Ory Pavement. 
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A..,. S ~ian ia S&oPPina Dislance As a Funaion ot Percent 
lnllina on tbe Front Aale: 60 mph on Dry Pavement. 
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